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Breast cancer prevention can start in college
By Angle Hatton
Managing aditor

The Kentucky Cancer Program estimates that 2,600 Kentucky women
will be diagnosed with breast cancer
before the end of 1993. Of these, 650
women are expected to die.
Victims all over the state are circulating a petition to urge President
Clinton to declare breast cancer an
epidemic and appropriate more money

for research of the disease in his new
health care plan.
Meanwhile, there are certain things
women—even college-aged women
— should be doing to keep from becoming one of next year's statistics.
Cathy Carol, Bluegrass Regional
Coordinator for the Kentucky Cancer
Program, said women, ages 18 and
over, should give themselves monthly
self breast exams about a week after
the menstrual cycle.

"Although breast cancer is not common in women under 40...this helps a
woman get to know her body and if
she continues to do this, she' 11 be able
to detectdifferences that may develop
later," Carol said.
At age 18, women should also start
having yearly breast exams by a doctor when they go for annual gynecologist examinations.
"Most girls in college who are sexually active are going to go to a doctor

© The Eastern Progress, 1993

anyway whether for birth control or
whatever, and a breast exam should be
part of the visit," Carol said.
Carol said mammograms are not
recommended for women under 40
unless a lump is detected because
younger breasts are more dense from
active milk glands than older breasts,
which makes a lump harder to detect
through a mammogram.

.
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Breast Cancer Detection/Prevention
The Kentucky Cancer Program recorrtmends the following, for
early detectJoh and/or prevention of Breast Cancer:
I Ace 18: »Have breasts examined by a doctor yearly along with
regular OB/GYN checkups. Follow with monthly self exams.
Age 40: All women should have a mammography. Have the
test earlier if your family has a history of Breast Cancer.
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| Age 4040: Have a mammography every 1-2 years.
-___.
I Age 50 ♦: Have a mammography at least once a year.

SEE CANCER PAGE A9
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Senate election
results are in

SUMMER OF LOVE

■ Two write-ins
among the 21 new
senators
By DeVone Holt
Nsws editor

The student senate accepted 21
new senators that were voted in during
Tuesday's Fall Festival elections in
order to fill the vacant positions held
over from last spring's elections.
The elections, held in conjunction
with the student senate Fall Fest, lasted
until 6 p.m. and votes were tallied up
by senate members soon after.
The elected senators ruled seven
- cortege department positions and 14
at- large senator positions for the senate.
The results of the election, which
drew over 500 voters, were released
late Tuesday night and posted for viewing in the student senate showcase in

the Powell Lobby on Wednesday
morning.
Don Pace, the student senate president, said in addition to posting the
namesof the new senators in the Powell
Building, he is also going to call all of
the senators personally to inform them
of their new positions.
"Last year a lot of people didn't
know they were on the student senate,
and I don't want that to happen again
this year," he said.
The new senators will be sworn
into the senate at its next meeting at S
p.m. Sept. 28 in the Herndon Lounge
of the Powell Building.
Pace said the meeting will help to
acquaint the new senators with senate
procedures and policies, but a special
program has been arranged to help
senators become better acquainted with
one another.
"We have arranged the senate reSEE ELECTION PAGE A5

Jones details plan
for college reform
■ Higher ACT score
recommended for
admission
By Joe Castle
Freshmen Christina Greene and Demlan Gover sway to the
music at the Woodystock concert Friday. Over 400

Progress/JIM QUIGGINS
students attended the concert sponsored by Phi Delta Theta,
the Interf raternlty council and the Panhellenlc council.

Faculty/student romances legal at Eastern
By DeVone Holt
News editor

Legislating love.
The topic of professors and students dating has become the heart of
many discussions across the nation
during the past few weeks.
A decision to legislate relations
between the two was reached by the
Harvard University administration and
sparked an organized panel discussion
by Harpers Magazine.

In Eastern's history, a policy legislating relationships between professors and students has never been implemented.
Doug Whitkxk, executive assistant, said the issue has never arisen for
consideration at the university.
"Issues like this one run in cycles,"
be said. "Maybe we'll have to deal
with it some time in the future."
The university's decision to shy
away from the policy doesn't mean
the issue isn't relevant to the univer-

sity.

A university professor, who's
identity will remain anonymous, is
currently dating a university student.
The couple has been dating for two
years and has considered the possibility of marrying, the professor said.
The professor said although some
may view the couple's relationship
controversial, it has never caused any
problems in his teaching philosophy.
"She has never taken any of my
classes and is over the legal age of

21," he said.
The professor said it would be almost unconstitutional for the university to implement a dating policy and
enforce it to the fullest extent because
he began dating his mate long before
policy would have been implemented.
"For them to tell me I must stop
seeing her wouldn't be fair," he said.
"Because they just can't change die
rules like that."
SEE DATING PAGE A7

Editor

Tougher admission standards and
less duplication of courses at state
universities are two key issues listed
in a 14-point plan presented by Gov.
Brereton Jones to the Higher Education Review Commission Tuesday.
The governor told the 16-member
commission he wants tougher admission requirements — at least a C+
high school grade point average and
an ACT composite score of 20 — for
state universities to limit enrollment
to "academically prepared students."
Students who don't meet those
requirements should attend a community college for at least their freshman
year, Jones said.
Eastern president Hanly
Funderburk said this proposal would
allow community colleges to take a

County jail does more than hold inmates
By Joe Castle
Editor

If you are going downtown tonight, read
this article.
It describes where you could be spending
the night if you have a few too many, and
Richmond police spot you swerving or staggering home.
You might end up staying at Ron Devere's
place.
No, not his house. His jail.
Devere is Madison County's jailer and
administrator for the Madsion County Detention Center located on Irvine Street
Devere took over as jailer New Year's Eve
Prograss/JAY ANGEL
1990 when the new facility first opened.
Jailor Ron Devere Is the man In charge
"We moved 80 prisoners over from the old
of the Infamous "Madison Radlsson." jail by bus New Year's Eve of "90." Devere, a

former police and pre-trial officer, said.
"That was a hell of a time to open up a jail,"
Devere said. "We've slowed down a lot."
Since then, the state-of-the-art, two-story
complex, which is much larger than it appears
from the front, has been busy housing prisoners who have been caught on the wrong side of
the law.
The jail, which has 130 beds, housed an
average of 121 prisoners each day last year.
However, Devere said the facility has been
overcrowded many times, and has housed as
many as 140 prisoners.
"We've had times when we had to just
throw mattresses on the cell floors," Devere
said. Devere, a Berea native and Berea College graduate, said Eastern's reputation at a
party school han't done much to affect the
day-to-day operations at the detention center.

"Trie thing about EKU is we don't get that
many students from Eastern," Devere said.
"EKU just livens up the community a little.
"We get more students from other schools
than you would think," Devere said. "Just last
week we had four UK students in here. They
just came down here to party."
However, Devere said trie vast majority of
the jail's occupants are non-students.
Although the Madison County Detention
Center houses prisoners from all across the
state, Devere said he doesn't think most people
in the Richmond area think about iL
"I know some of them are concerned about
our facility, but the general public doesn't
come in contact with the jail." Devere said.
SEE JAN. PAGE A6

more active role in the state.
"This places emphasi s on the community colleges as entrance points for
higher education," Funderburk said,
"and Eastern has embedded in it basically a community college program."
Jones also called for limiting the
number of institutions offering undergraduate degree programs to four and
the number of doctoral degree schools
to two, something Funderburk said
could end up strengthening higher
education.
"There could be some good things
come out of this if these people arc
serious about getting rid of duplication," Funderburk said, "especially
when you talk about medicine, dentistry and law, which involve millions
of dollars.
"We have to have English and
math and things like that," Funderburk
said, "but what we're talking about
limiting is the highly specialized areas."
According to the governor's proposal, "necessary program duplication," meaning general education and
SEE GOVERNOR PAGE A5
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EDITORIALS

Robbing Patty to pay Paula
Gender equity 'solutions' lead to intra-gender problems
As a result of the OCR report,
T^ ow that Eastern has added another
women's basketball received a new locker
women's sport and given certain
room and the volleyball team moved into the
teams new facilities on campus, coaches of
other women's sports are accusing the athletic renovated women's basketball locker room.
Volleyball players now practice and
administration of "intra-gender" inequity, and
hold
matches
in Alumni Coliseum, a much
we think they're right to do so.
better
facility
than their old home in the
The latest installment in the
university's history of gender equity problems Weaver Building.
However, the women's
began last semester when the _^a_— ^^^_»
track
and cross country
Office of Civil Rights ordered
The university should
teams
still don't have a
university athletic administratake action to make
locker
room at all, and they
tors to even out the way it
sure certain
have
only
12 scholarships to
supports men's and women's
women's sports are
divide
among
23 recipients.
athletics.
not sacrificed for
Women's
basketball has
The OCR issued a 60others
In
the
name
of
13 scholarships, but each of
page report saying the univergender equity.
those scholarships goes to a
sity was not in compliance in
single player.
eight areas regarding women's
Volleyball
has 10 scholarships to give,
sports, including publicity, contracts for
but
it
only
divides
those
10 among 12 players.
coaches, game scheduling and locker room
Scholarship
distribution
is even more
facilities.
Among other requirements, the spring unfair to the tennis and golf teams.
On top of that, the two scholarships the
OCR report called for a new women's sport.
golf team receives came from other women's
The university athletic committee responded
sports, track and tennis.
by making the recommended changes and
But the blame for the intra-gender
adding golf as the new women's sport.
inequity
doesn't all belong to the university.
Why didn't they just reinstate the
If the OCR is going to tell schools how
swim team, which was cut in 1986 after only
they are inequitable, it should also make sure
three years of existence due to "financial
reasons," especially since former swim coach the changes it mandates are made properly.
The OCR should work with universiDan Lichty was ready to start his awardties
it
finds
deficient and guide them through
winning program up again?
the
process
of ensuring equity rather than
Two OCR investigations on campus
telling
schools
what they are doing wrong
revealed that a swim team was one of the
without helping them fix their problems.
possibilities that interested women at the
If the university's athletic administrauniversity.
While it is true that Eastern does have tors were determined to add golf, they should
have just bitten the bullet and added new
access to all the facilides for a golf team —
including the Arlington golf course, which the scholarships without taking them from sports
university rents for $4,000 per year — it also already strapped for scholarships.
What they should have done was add a
has two swimming pools on campus to supsport that would allow maximum participation
port a swim team for free.
and scholarship support for university women,
A swim team would have allowed
more Eastern women — up to 22 — to partici- such as swimming.
However, the most we can hope for
pate in the new sport, compared to five for
now
is
that
they will take this situation serigolf. And isn't increased participation and
ously
and
come
up with a better plan for
opportunities for women one of the main goals
equity between all sports at Eastern.
of the OCR mandate?

What do you think?
Task force charged with higher education revamp
^^^W hy would we enroll students at our
universities who have not achieved at
least a C+ average in high school and at least a
statewide average ACT score (20)?"
That's just one of the questions Gov.
Brereton Jones is asking his higher education
task force to answer following the release of his
14-point plan Tuesday.
Now we want to know what you think
about the governor's proposal.
Write the Progress and let us know how
you feel about the following parts of Jones'
restructuring plan.
■ Do you think entering freshman with
ACT composites below 20 should be required to
attend community college for a year before
entering the regular university system?

■ Should specified areas of instruction
— departments with very few majors — be
restricted to only four schools in the state, or
should each university maintain a large variety
of courses?
■ Should each regional university —
Eastern, KSU, Morehead, Murray, Northern and
Western — have community college programs
on their main campuses?
■ Should developmental courses be restricted to community colleges only, or should
each university reserve the right to teach whichever courses it deems necessary?
Write down your opinions and mail them
to The Eastern Progress, 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student Association does plenty
I would like to respond to your
column in the Sept 2 issue of the
Progress titled "Promises, promises." I
would like to clear ihc record on some
aspects of the article that I personally
know about. I joined the student senate
in the spring, semester, of 1993, and
since that time, senate accomplished
quite a few things. Not the least of
which was continued pursuit of the
parking problem and teacher evaluations, studies on the feasibility of the
computerized registration system and
extended open house hours. I could go
on and on.
I am not sure that your readers truly
understand everything that the Student
Association does on this campus as it
is. The Student Directory is compiled
every year by the Student Association,
and we also put together Spring Fling
and Fall Pest Most of the advertisements and sponsors for many campus
activities are there because of the Student Association's work.
I am also afraid that these same
readers do not understand the governmental system at EKU. It is much like
the United States government in that
there are several branches, including
Student and Faculty Senates, the Board
of Regents and President Funderburk.
We, the student senate, have created
and passed many bills on various topics
of vital interest to the student population which are then passed on to the
next level. Among those many bills
passed last year were one on extending
open house hours (forwarded by RHA),
and one on the intended need and use of
the computerized registration system
(forwarded to Faculty Senate to be
debated due to the substantial monetary sum attached to its installment).
We also continued to look into teacher
evaluation which showed some glimmer in that dark gloom. The teacher
evaluation forms that are filled out by
students at the end of the semester are
used for many purposes, including decisions on tenure, teacher professional
development and raises. Those forms.
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however, can not be released to the
students for the same reason that students'grades can not be posted—The
Privacy Act I feel that many of your
readers have a preconceived notion
that the evaluations we continue to
pursue will culminate in a list of easy
teacher-hard teacher or heavy homework load-light homework load. That
will not happen as it would be unethical
in the extreme. Our whole purpose in
pursuing this issue was to find out if,
when and how those forms we all fdl
out are used. I can tell you to look
forward to a release later this semester
on the use of these forms; however,
when this release is published, be sure
to give us the credit due.
In closing, I would like to make one
last point. In your article, you said,"...
we believe the senate needs to let us
know how those campaign promises
are progressing so we will know how
well our elected representatives are
doing." I would like to respond to this
statement with a simple question. You
have a reporter at every meeting and
print his report in the paper, so why

don't you read your own paper?

J. Brandon Price
Brockton
Meal plans inspire revolt
I am writing to express my distaste
on the college phenomenon known as
the student meal plans. I feel that my
opinion is not the only one of its kind
and is shared by many others.
When I first came to college, my
wallet was full of cash that I had worked
hard to earn. My goal: to pick a meal
plan that would suit me and pay for it.
I looked over the variety of different
plans and picked one. The particular
plan I picked offered 20-plus meals a
week. Also I could have unlimited portions. Sound good, right?
My eyes about fell from my skull
when I saw the price was $980.1 hesitated for a moment in making such a
large purchase. But then I reconsidered. For that kind of money I'll be
treated like a king. I imagined waltzing
into the cafeteria, stately robes dangling down my back, the servers bowing at my feet, bringing me plate after
plate of the glorious meal of my choice
and wiping my mouth when I was
finished. Then asking me in the nicest
of tones, "Anything else, your majesty?"
This pleasant vision was destroyed
the first time I walked into the cafeteria.
The Utopia I had pictured in my mind
was erased by reality. Crusty wood
tables and lawn furniture decorated the
room. In that instant, I saw my hardearned money flying into infinity and
the meal plan staff belittling and laughing at me for being such a naive fool.
Disappointed and heartbroken, I
got into the long line for a look at the
food that I would be served. "All is not
lost," I thought. I could still get all that
I could eat. I picked out a tray of food
that looked relatively appeasing. I immediately sat down and took a bite.
Uggh! The main entree that I had
SEE LETTERS PAGE A3
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or order a reprint
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■ To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mail
at a cost of $1 per issue; $15 per
semester; or $30 per year payable
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■ To submit a column
The Progress gives readers an
opportunity to express more detailed opinions in a column called
"Your Turn." Columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky University. Richmond,
Ky. 40475. The deadline is noon
Monday prior to Thursday's publication. Columns will be printed
according to space available.
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PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

How would you feel if a gay couple lived next to you in a residence
hall?

Up to:

Down to:

Down to:

Boris Yeltsin

NYPD Blue uproar

State of Kentucky

The Russian president took
a chance and disbanded the
hard-line congress Tuesday
in an attempt to protect the
far-reaching reforms he has
been trying to implement
since he took office.

Give us a break. It's a
television show. The only
thing the controversy is
going to do is fuel its success and fill Steven
Bochco's pockets with
profits.

The state allowed a man
convicted of rape to continue tormenting his victim
through his prison job by
mailing her confidential
records about her and the
birth of her child.

Suggestions for UPS A DOWNS me welcome. To make a xugjettion call 622-1872.

Joe Castle
Mental
activity at
the margins
She told me some of her deepest
troubles, tilings she said she had
told no one else, and I was more
than happy to lend a sensitive ear.
Hell, I was ecstatic she had
decided I was close enough for her
to confide in me about those parts of
her life.
In time I knew I had found one
of the most unique, special people I
would ever meet. She had a
profound effect on the way I treat
other people and the way I think
about things.
At the risk of sounding pretentious, she changed my life.
Then one day something
happened.
I wish it hadn't, but at the time I
don't think it could be helped.
My feelings had grown stronger,
and we both knew it
However, I knew those feelings
weren't mutual, so I didn't pursue

them. We talked about it and
supposedly "worked things out"
She was her usual self, listening
to what I had to say and responding
in her way that always seems to
make things OK.
Even though I told her I still
consider her one of my best friends,
and she said we could go on in that
context, it feels like our relationship
has changed.
I'm not sure how, but things just
feel different.
Now I just want to go back to
the way things were, but I don't
know if we can.
I know I'm not the first person
to go through this. People have been
screwing up relationships as long as
we've been on this planet.
I just wish I knew why we
sacrifice one emotion in favor of
another when such selfish actions
usually leave us with nothing.
If anybody has the answers, let
me know.
In the meantime, I'll just try to
rebuild what I once had with this
wonderful person.
Now that I think of it, five
minutes probably isn't enough time
to devote to thinking of the friends
we really care about

Wreck teaches editor guys cry, too
When I was 6,1 had remarkably
bad balance. I would fall down a lot
and scrape up my knees. My dad told
me to buck up, that men don't cry.
Up until two weeks ago, I drove a
1993 GEO Metro hatchback.
Both of these bits of information
will make sense in a minute.
It was Labor Day weekend. I was
driving back to campus through
Paintsville Sunday so I could make it
to the newspaper office Monday
morning. I had the car in fourth gear,
Garth Brooks was on the radio and I
was feeling good when I thought I
saw Joe Castle, our esteemed editor,
drive by.
I never saw the red light or the
truck that was turning off.
The next sound I heard was my
car sliding underneath a 4-by-4
pickup, my windshield shattering like
crystal, my car spinning and my seat
belt pushing me back, and I wasn't
sure exactly what had happened.
The truck moved, and so did I
and there was a cop right there; just
my luck. In minutes, red lights were
all over me, both stale police and city
police, and they wanted to know
what happened and wanted to see my
proof of insurance and there I was,
scared and confused and knowing
that there was no way something this
horrible could happen to me.
In 20 minutes it was all over. The
cops were gone, the truck was gone
and there I sat with my car. Broken
windshield, broken headlight right
rearvicw mirror gone, hood
crunched, metal peeled away like a
tin can.

Chad
Williamson
My Turn

I drove my car to a BP station
and called my mom, collect to tell
her about what had happened. As I
was telling her, the shock of everything wore off and I began to cry,
tears falling like a waterfall. She told
me to calm down, she would be there
as soon as she could, there was no
reason to cry.
She said this because she hadn't
seen the car, I thought but I calmed
down and told her I would wait for
her to get there.
I went to Shoney's, ordered a
sandwich, read the newspaper while I
ate and told my waitress that I just
had an auto accident She said she
couldn't imagine how I was so calm
while sitting there eating. I told her
that I believed every condemned man
deserved a last meal
My mom eventually arrived with
my sisters in tow. They crowded
around me, saying they were glad I
was OK and again, I started to cry.
But I didn't cry because I was
hurt or because I was ashamed. No,
nothing so trivial as that I cried out
at the top of my lungs "HOW AM I
GOING TO PAY THE INSURANCE NOW?"
Some sense of priorities, huh?
I laugh at my friend Tonya

because she cried when we watched
"Sleepless in Seattle." Like most
women I've known, she cries at the
drop of a tissue at sad movies, and
like most men I know I think it's silly
to cry over a movie.
But there I sat that night crying
about the remains of my car. I know
Dad would not have been particularly
proud of me at that moment.
I've only seen my dad cry once,
when my mom filed for a divorce.
The last time I had cried, before the
accident, was when my girlfriend
broke up with me my senior year of
high school.
It's almost a "Home Improvement" type thing. Men can cry about
money, cars and women. I don't truly
understand the whole machismo idea
that men can't cry, and if they do. not
in public or about certain things.
A friend of mine, when his wife
had their son, cried like I don't think
I've ever seen anyone cry before. He
held in his hands a fragile new life,
his first son. It was, in its own way, a
miracle of the world and so he
responded how he felt most natural.
Well, I responded in the most
natural way I knew how. It wasn't
discreet or particularly masculine, but
it was how I chose to deal with what
I was feeling. I didn't throw things or
get violent I cried.
Over money, really. I suppose
that's as masculine of a reason as you
can find to cry.
Williamson is a junior journalism
major from Turkey Creek and is
Accent editor for the Progress.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CONTINUED FROM PAGE A2
chosen tasted like water. I then tried a
side dish of green beans. Alas, they,
too, tasted of water. I threw my utensils
down in disgust I cooled my sudden
violent temper. "Maybe the cook was
in a bad mood tonight" I thought.
Perhaps it would be better tomorrow.
Reluctantly, I finished the foul gruel
called dinner and went to my room.
The hands of fate were against me
once again, when I returned to the
cafeteria the next day to be served a
horrible lunch. Needless to say, the
food remained of the poorest quality,
and I had wasted a lot of money in the
purest sense of the word. The semester

came to a close, and I declined the
expensive option of a meal plan for the
next semester. Instead, I bought a microwave and a lot of Chef Boyardee.
Thinking back on the experience,
besides being angry at myself for falling prey for the college meal plan, I also
fed very angry at the university for
offering such a plan. Let's face it universities are big business and the theme
to big business is to maximize profit
Between tuition cost which continually rise, textbooks, dorms and student
meal plans, the universities of the nation are not hurtin' for cash.
There is a remedy. They have us in
a comer. My concluding advice is this:

although we students cannot do anything about tuition costs, textbooks and
dorms, we can come together and boycott the outrageously absurd idea of
overly expensive meal plans sold to
already strapped-of-cash students.
My college peers, it is time for a
revolution. Everyone must work together lo show that enough is enough.
I know one person cannot make much
of adifference alone, but if many voices
are combined together, we surely cannot be ignored. So until we all come
together, I'll continue my friendship
with Chef Boyardee.

Brian Howard
ToddHall

Joseph Hoffman, 20,
sophomore, fire science,
Manltowoc, WIs.

Susan L. Smith, 20, senior,
Journalism, Lstchsr County
"It wouldn't bother
me living next to
them, but showers
and bathrooms
would bother me."

Some things better left unsaid
Sometime today take five
minutes and think of your friends.
I don't mean people you hang
out with or party with.
I mean friends you can rely on.
People you could tell anything.
Individuals that make your life
better by simply being there.
People you love because they're
themselves.
Think of them, because you
never know when something could
happen to take one of them from
you.
I say this because I fear I may
have lost one of those friends.
There is a young lady I've
known for a few years now. When
we first met I had no intention of
ever being anything other than her
friend.
All I saw in her was a beautiful,
sensitive, energetic girl with a great
— although slightly twisted —
sense of humor.
She was, and still is, one of the
best people I've ever known, and I
knew I wanted to be one of this
fascinating person's friends.
Over the next few years I got to
know her better, and I discovered
there was a lot more to this person
than meets the eye.

"As long ss they
don't Impose on
me, I have no
problem.''

I have no problem
with It. I have
homosexual
friends."

"it's their business, not mine."

^

w

n

Heather Vorhes, 20, junior,
speech communication,
Columbus, Ohio

Kevin Ford, 23, senior,
criminal justice management,
Ironton, Ohio

"I don't know
how I would react
because I've
never been In
that situation."

"I wouldn't care. As
long as they don't
put moves on me,
I'm fine."

Chrystal Nichole Johnson,
19, freshman, pre-med,
Upper Marlboro, Md.

Chris Johnson, 20, Junior,
geology, Louisville

Hardeer
TRY OUR NEW DAILY SANDWICH SPECIALS:
Monday
Tuesday
[Wednesday
Thursday
|Friday

990
990
990
990
990

Regular Roast Beef
2 Cheeseburgers
Hot Ham 'N' CheeseTM
Double Cheeseburger
Fisherman's Fillet™

This is the last week to enter the
Back to School Sweepstakes!
Enter at either Hardee's locations!
520 Eastern By-Pass
107 S. Keeneland Dr.
Owned and operated by Revel Enterprises, Inc.
No purchase necessary.
Contest details posted in restaurant.
Drawing September 30, 1993
$1.99
Frisco Burger
Limit 4
Expirei Sept. 30.1993

$1.49

Frisco Breakfast
Sandwich
Expire. Sept 30. 1993
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

Case renovated to remove asbestos
By DeVone Holt
News editor

M

Signs displaying the dangerous
effects of asbestos were placed on
Case Hall doors last week as construction workers began to remove floor
tiles from the future site of the faculty's
portion of the building.
Jeanette Crockett, dean of student
life, said the cancer-causing element
was found in die uninhabited back
half of the 32-year-old residence hall
where work is underway for renovation on faculty offices.
Crockett said workers were drilling through the floor to install necessary pipes in the rooms when they
noticed asbestos particles in the floor
tiles.
After discovering the asbestos,
Crockett said, plastic coverings and
asbestos signs were placed on the doors
separating the students' rooms from
the re novation project to comply with
the Environment Protection Agency
and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration regulations on asbestos.
"We're doing everything EPA and
OSHA say we have to, to make sure
the students are safe," Crockett said.
Middleton said the "spray on" ceiling insulation in the hall also carries
the asbestos particles, but they have
been encapsulated to contain them in a
nonhazardous form.

We're doing everything EPA
and OSHA say we have to, to

make sure the students are
safe.
ff
—Jeanette Crockett
Dean of student life

to find out more.
117 Donovan Annex.

FRATERNITIES
SORORITIES
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
"Earn Money for your OrganizationFor more information

-—————
Middleton said the asbestos in the
tile doesn't threaten the health of the
residents while it's contained on the
floor, but only when it's accumulated
in dust form.
"The asbestos is not much of a
problem unless it's flying through the
air," Middleton said.
During the removal of the floor
tiles, which took a total of three days,
Middleton said the air was constantly
monitored for harmful amounts of asbestos in the air by the EPA.
Cynthia Ganote, area coordinator
ofCaseHalland Brockton Apartments,
said some students' caution levels
were raised with the placement of the
asbestos signs, but they were not to
worry.
"Signs went up, and students
started panicking," she said.
Ganote said the precautions the

workers took in protecting the students were sufficient, but she had no
time to prepare the residents before
the work began because she wasn't
notified.
She said in order to ease the tension of the students, she spoke at the
floor meeting on the second floor, the
same floor of the asbestos removal,
and informed them the signs were just
in compliance with the EPA regulations.
Although the asbestos removal
project is completed and the signs are
down, Ganote said she is considering
Crockett's offer to hold an informative program on asbestos for the residence.
"I'm assuming students are not as
frightened as they were when the signs
were up, but I may hold the program if
they are interested," Ganote said.

COMICS
COLLEGE STU

By Teify Stevens

K.J fr,tno Cth^CI »ecn)*fel«rV "f*J.ljj

3* jf »»y,.~,

Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words
Live-in nanny position available in great Roommate Wanted clean non-smoker.
HELP WANTED.
Waahington, D.C. area for 2-year old A nice new house, all appliances. Call
twin girls and 9-year old boy. Room 623-2669.
and board plus salary. Very flexible
The Progress is
MISCELLANEOUS
hours. Perfect for part-time or graduate
student.
Send
letter
with
references
always looking for
to M. Becker, 5132 Worthington Dr.. Sigma Chl's - Have a good D«rby &
enjoy your shirts. For your next Claspeople interested in Bethesda. MD 20816.
sic, call the Inkspot east 1 -800-820writing, photography, -Campus representative needed by TEES or 606-624-3636.
graphics, drawing or sportswear company to sell to fraterni- INTERIOR DESIGN TUTORING.
ties and sororities. Average $50 to
advertising. Stop by $100 working one night per week Call Deborah Drury. ASID. Lexington. KY.
Call 231-8336
1-800-242-8104*
our office anytime

■-. ft*/ nm ■-. Ktmt iSS,Tl'.\L

lESL

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

call 624-2724
1 -800-ORDERDT.

Lou-Ron Equestrian Club: Horses
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribavailable for monthly lease boardute 'Student Rate* subscription cards
at this campus. Good income. For in- ing, trail rides. Located two miles
formation and aplicalion write to: COL- from campuson Lancaster Road.
LEGIATE MARKETING SERVICES. Lou-Ron Horse Show Center 624Box 1436. Mooresville, NC 28115
0889

The ration's leader In college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student lor the position ol campus rap
No sales Involved Place idvarttlng on
bulletin boards lor companies such as
American Express and Mlcrosolt.
Gnat part-time job earnings Choose)
your own hours: 4-8 hours par wee*
required Cat:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp
215 W HarrhWSaaMe, WA9S119

FUNDRAISER.

(l»)«l7-24>4Elt.4444

EXCELLENT

EXTRA INCOME NOW!

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train & Jump the same day for ONLY
$901 Lackey's Airport, US 25 South, 6
miles from By-Pass, turn right on
Menelaus Rd. Sat. & Sun. 10a.m. For
info, call (606) 873-0311 or 986-8202
weekends.

GREEKS 81 CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1.000 IN JUST ONE
WEEKI For your fraternity, sorority &
club. Plus $1,000 for yourself I And a
FREE T-SHIRT just for calling. 1 -800932-0528. ext. 75.

SI

I ENVELOPE STUFf MS - MOO SSO0 every weak
[ Free Detail. SASE H
International Inc.
137$ Conay lalend A«e.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

BIRTHDAYS.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Julie Pitman!
We Love You, Brenda, Ron & Jeff.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Sonya!
From Alane. Friends Always.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Ronnie Williams,
FUNDRAISER. All it takes is a group Sr. II! I just canl wait to tease dad when
with a little energy and a lot of excite- I get home " cause he's 48!" Love,
ment to earn big bucks in just one Jennifer.
MCDONALD'S
New Friends. New Experiences. Earn week! Call (800) 592-2121 Ext. 312.
Extra Money. Flexible Hours. Free
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Roger. Goodness
Meals. Paid vacation after one year GROUPS ft CLUBS
gracious, sakes alive, good ole Rog is
and ABOVE AVERAGE WAGE FOR Raise up to $500-$ 1500 in less than a twenty-five. We hope your birthday is
OPENING AND CLOSING POSI- week. Plus win a trip to MTV SPRING something special. Becky and Lea.
TIONS. Apply at 864 Eastern-By-Pass, BREAK "94 & get a FREE T-SHIRT just
for calling. 1-800-950-1039. Ext. 65.
next to the mall.
Earn $2500 & Free Spring Break Trips!
Sell Only eight Trips & You Go FREE!
Best Trips & Prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica, Panama City! Great Resume
Experience! 1-800-678-6386!

WIN A FREE T-SHIRT

FOR RENT.
For rent one attractively furnished bedroom in a private home. Utilities, cable
and HBO included and must be a non smoker. Call 624-1478 after 5 p.m.

Part Time or Full Time
North Star Marketing i/d Quorum Intl.
Expanding into local area, needs individuals willing to
secure their financial fOTure In electronics distribution.
Must be ambitious, motivated and outgoing.
Attend brieifing tonight 7 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn conference room.

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the comer of
1st and Main:
What Eastern athlete has been
the only person to ever have their
number retired?
Last week's answer: 20,000

Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall
Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental
24-hour turnaround Mon. - Fri.
Store hours Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. & Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

I didn't know that about
Mountain Maternal"
IDERLE
noamon
COSmETKS

You probably think
Mountain Maternal Health
League Planned Parenthood
is only concerned with birth
control and sex counseling.
But Mountain Maternal is
committed to ALL the
reproductive health care
needs of women.
They offer gynecological
exams; counseling and referral; Pap tests; testing and treatment of many sexually transmitted diseases; plus birth
control and counseling about safer sex.
They sincerely care about people. They're sensitive,
courteous and very professional. And everything is confidential I can afford to go anywhere, but you won't find me
any place else!
So, if you're planning on a lifetime of excellent health, call
Mountain Maternal today!
For an appointment, call 606-986-2326

• Free Makeovers
• Ladies Accessories
•Jewelry & Purses
Mon. - Fri.
10-5

Saturday
10-2

624-9825

60 COPIES
FACSIMILE SERVICES, LAMINATION/TRANSPARENCIES

COLOR COPIES (40% reduction in price)
-photos
-graphs

RECYCLED PAPER
stocked in all self-serve copiers
Phone: 1-606-624-0237
Fax : 1-606-623-9588

MOUNTAIN MATERNAL HEALTH LEAGUE
PLANNED PARENTHOOD, INC.
Conveniently located at 315 Chestnut Street, Bcrca, Ky

5.00 OFF

Clip and save
with coupons
found in
THE EASTERN
PROGRESS

Your First Visit To Mountain Maternal
{Health League Planned Parenthood, Inc. J
Call 986-2326 for more details.
I
LI
i

Don't upset your friends by
forgetting their birthdays.
Call us at 622-1881 by Monday
at noon to place a FREE
birthday announcement in
the classifieds.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
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ELECTION: Twenty one new senators prepare to take their seats
CONTINUED FROM FBOMTPAflE plicants that vied for the positions,
approximately 43, was unusual for
treat for OcL 15 through the 17, so the the senate.
senators can become comfortable with
"We were very pleased that we
each other." Pace said.
had more applicants than positions,"
The senate will travel to Murray Pace said. "I hope that this is the
State University for a weekend of beginning of the end of apathy at
football festivities for its retreat.
Eastern."
Pace said many of the new senators
Another unusual aspect of the camwere interested in the positions because paign was freshman Melody Mason.
they had strong backgrounds in student
"It's very unusual that freshmen
government activities in high school and can get out there and win in a very
others displayed interest in getting good competitive election," Pace said.
eautiiHioft tfiough the student senate.
Not only was Mason elected as an
But not only were the senators at large senator, but she also received
who were elected strong senate en- more votes than any other at-large
thusiasts. Pace said, but other candi- senator with 121 votes and placed
dates who ran for the positions were second only to April Ramsey, who
just as excited.
received 129 votes.
"There were about five write-in
Not many of the senators carry a
candidates who put forth a real good freshman status, but Pace said most
campaign," Pace said.
are young enough to return as veteran
Pace said the large amount of ap- senators in the future.

|T SALOON g

Friday and Saturday
Stoner Boone Band
1401 East Main Street
EasternBy Pass
Excludes closeouts & Easy
Spirits. Expires 10/7/93

VALUABLE COUPON
()()

Oil

(hr, S20

Who's New In the Senate
Name and CoNege

Senators at Large

Michael E. Hay
Business
MoHyNeuroth
Law Enforcement
Ami Wade
Education
Carrie Sanders
Undeclared
AprH Ramsey

Progross/JAY ANGEL
Kevin Creech, a senior physical education major from
Benham, votes for his senator of choice In Tuesday's election.

William Buckles
PeteCobb
Alyshia Daniel
Richard Dieffenbach
W. Scott Douglas
Jason Eades
•(^Huffman
Melody Mason
•Leigh A. Patton
Ashley WoNe
Nicole Perry
Arts and HumanHlea
Robert Prytula
La Scienya Jackson
Michael Raether
Natural and Mathematleal
Melissa Seals
Sciences
Gilbert White
'Candktatn elected by way of write in vote

GOVERNOR: Jones presents his 14 point education reform plan
r/*mNIIFD FROM FRONT PAGE tion•programs
Development of community colmajor courses with high levels of par- lege programs at each regional uniticipation, would be allowed but versity
• An integrated community coluniversities would be restricted
from offering courses with little lege/university system to make the
process of transferring courses easier
interest.
• Restriction of developmental
Other highlights from Jones' plan
education
to community college proinclude:
• Review of professional educa- grams

• Giving more authority to the
Council on Higher Education
• Limitations for off-campus instruction and campus expansion
• Protection of existing funding
levels for universities that make
changes
Overall, Funderburk said he believes the Higher Education Review
Commission can make a big differ-

ence in the future of academic restructuring in Kentucky.
"This commission could have a
significant impact on the further restructuring of higher education,''
Funderburk said. "I don'twantpeople
to think that higher education has
been going on unstructured, because
we've been working on restructuring
for years now."

Noteven,
diet center offers reductions
life this.
v^mmam
Apple Macintosh Color Classic*
4/80. Built-in Iff" Color Monitor &
Apple Keyboard B. $999

Apple Macintosh LC IB
4/80, Apple Bask Color Monitor 6
Apple Keyboard a $1313

ApplePowerBook™ I45B 480,
Butk-rn Keyboard & Iff" BacUi
Super Tk*M Monochrome
Display. $1342

itbgetsuljstantialsavi^
with the Apple-Computer Loan*-call 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or;
ers, there's one place you'll want to head for: your telephone. To order see your Apple campus representative today. And discover the -L
youredirect from Apple -and to M out about easy stiito
pow^morea>l%stu^
w.
For your convenience visit or call the Academic Computing Center
Hours: 1:00pm - 3:00pm, Mon - Fri • 622-1986
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products
and easy financing - CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40
^**^cmjAi*a*f~.*cMf*a>mfmtmk.*mkimii******-n'f-" »**» **'»»'

rt.,<»f<ri.ii^.t Mi hmmtaft ftmm*<4f^kCmf<tm. ** Ommn

thmmi^K Iff'' Oxf*. *»
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McCoy's Laundromats

JAIL: Detention center a nice place to visit but no country club
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE Portwood, a captain and shift com- said.
mander ai the detention center, said he
"They just think you put them in a and his fellow jail deputies take very
cell and turn a key and there is so much seriously.
more to it than that"
"If there is a fight in one of the
tanks, the guard always waits for
Go to Jail, Co directly to Jail backup," Portwood said. "Even if
Prisoners enter at the side of the they're beating the hell out of each
building through a sally port garage other, you still don't go in that cell
made up of two large roiling doors. alone. You always wait for help."
Police cruisers pull into this area and
the doors close behind them.
Back on the "chain gang"
"You're in jail once that door
Devere said the opening of the
closes," Devere said.
new detention center also brought sevDetention center personnel then eral new concepts in work release to
"book" the offender, removing all per- the correctional system in Richmond.
sonal items and gathering information
"Since we've been here, we have
for the pre-trial hearing and bond deci- started numerous programs that had
sion.
not existed in Madison County until
Devere said personnel allow abso- now," Devere said. These aren't new
lutely nothing in from the outside to to corrections, but they were new to
prevent security complications.
Madison County when we introduced
"If you're indigent, we give you them."
the necessities," Devere said. 'ToiletThere are three work release prories, things like thai. If you have money grams at the detention center, each for
when you come in, you buy from our different types of inmates.
commissary."
The first program involves comOnce the booking process is com- munity service for state prisoners. Inplete, prisoners can be taken to one of mates get jobs working with non-profit
several areas, depending on their of- government agencies, making $ 1.25 a
fenses and the amount of prisoners day. The jail gets $22 a day from the
already in the jail.
state for housing the prisoners, who
There are two "drunk tanks" in the work for employers like the city and
detention center, four separate isola- county road departments, the Madition cells and a room used for police son County Animal Shelter and the
in vesugations and other types of inter- Valley View ferry.
views with prisoners.
Devere said this program benefits
Male, female and juvenile prison- the inmates, the center and the comers arc all housed in separate areas.
munity.
Jail occupants also have access to
"It offsets costs for housing them,
a glass-partitioned visitor'sarea where and the area gets some inexpensive
lhcy can talk to friends and relatives labor," Devere said.
Via telephone.
The second program, for misdemeanor county offenders, is almost
identical to the state community ser: Guards without guns
Some security features of the state- vice system, except prisoners are paid
of-the-art facility include a central with time off their sentences rather
tower housing controls for all security than cash.
Under this program, for each day a
doors, cell doors that open automatically in case of fire — jail staff can county prisoner works, he gets one
cancel this feature in case of false day off his sentence, Devere said.
Typical jobs under the county proalarms — and shatterproof glass in
gram include picking up trash along
place of bars.
No guns or weapons of any type the highway, working at Gibson Bay
are allowed anywhere in the building, mowing grass and working with road
Devere said. Even the guards don't repair crews.
The county work release program
have weapons on them, as an extra
has been one of the most successful for
security measure.
And security is something Roger both the jail and the inmates, Devere

"
"We've had hundreds and hundreds of them out working and, knock
on wood, we' ve never had an escape,"
Devere said.
The third program is a paid work
release for the inmate's regular job.
"If a prisoner has a job and gets 30
days for something, the judge in the
case can approve a work release for
his job," Devere said.
Devere said he thinks the work
release programs help with the jail's
image in the community.
"We've had great success with it,"
Devere said. "People like the idea of
them out working rather than siuing in
here."
Another successful program at the
detention center has been the GED

classes the staff offers. Devere said 22
inmates have gotten their GED's while
in the detention center.
The detention center also features
a substance abuse program to help get
inmates off drugs and alcohol while
they are in jail.

Nice place to visit but...
Despite all the extra features and
programs the jail offers, Devere
stresses the detention center is not a
country club.
"Once I told a prisoner we had a
nice jail," Devere said. "Then he told
me there was no such thing as a nice
jail. I guess he was right
"No matter how nice it is, when
you're in a 10 foot by lOfoot room and
you can't leave whenever you want,
that's not a good place to be."

Complete 486SX System
$1,410.00
tot

RidnomhOldal
Ston

(2 locations)
Keeneland Wash and Dry
623-1146
Highlander Laundromat
623-9887
• Same Day
Wash and Fold
Service

• Tanning Salon • Dry Cleaning
Service
(2 Days)

Keeneland Wash And
Dry
Highlander Laundromat
155 S. Keeneland Dr. in
207 Geri Lane
Behind Convenient between! Bluegrass Center behind
Hardee's Corner of
St George & Porter Drive
Keeneland & Churchill
One Per Customer

.Present Coupon for Free Single Loader
Expires 10-15-93

Monitor Included!
486SX-25,4MB RAM, 170MB Hard Drive
1.44MB Floppy Drive, 101 Keyboard
14" SVGA Color Monitor 1024x768 .39
SVGA Card 1MB, 2 Ser/1 Par/1 Game
MS-DOS 6, Serial Mouse, Windows 3.1
Quantity Pricing Available.
While Supplies Last!
About PC Systems
Founded in 1984, PC Syttemi haa grown from a small mail order
operation to a national distributor with retail (tons. A fundamental!
philosophy at PC Systems has always been that not only should a
customer get what they paid for, but should also be assured of the
long term value and serviceability of that equipment.

Back To School Special.
WordPerfect 53 Windows $99.
WordPerfect 6.0for DCS *99.

Some rcatriotiora apply
C«]l itore for deuib

£| PC Systems Factory Computer Outlet n±
l\ 638 Eastern By-Pass, University Center • Richmond, KY (J
606-624-3000 Hours:9am-6pm Mon-Fri, 10am-4pm Sat

Is It Time
For Your
Eye Exam?
All Types of Contact Lenses In Stock:
♦Disposable
♦Extended Wear
♦Colored Soft Contact Lenses
"Visual Examination for Eyeglasses"

Dr. Marion Roberts - Optometrist
205 1/2 GERI LANE
RICHMOND, KY 40475

623-6643
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed. & Sat. 8 a.m. - noon
Member of the Kentucky Optometrlc Association

THEDOG
LIVE MUSIC FRIDAY & SATUROAV
FEATUIUNC

YELLOWDYE
TUESDAY
#5
2 FOR I
ALL
WITE
KEEK A

WEDNESDAY
70S & SOS

MUSIC REQUEST
NITE!!!BEAT
THE CLOCK!!!

|^
DON'T FORGET OUR
■S^ FAMOUS MONDAY NITE
^^ FOOTBALL - VIEWED
FROM ALL CORNERS OF. m
ROOM - 10< WINGS &
SAT. AFTER
$2.25 PITCHERS OF
HOME GAME
OPEN TIL
1 A JH.

BUD OR MICH UT£

ALL NITE

18 & OLDER

KEEP THE MEMORIES ALIVE!
Get a copy of your favorite Progress pix.

Get a 5 x 7 for only $5
or
an 8 xlO for only $10
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
Call Jim Quiggins or Jay Angel at 622-1489
to place your order today!

-J
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POLICE BEAT
Compiled by Brett Dunlap

Tte
flkd with the Mriventtv'f
public »fctv:
SmpLt:
ROM Ctor*. Moore Buildn*,
reported two custom-built nreooon were
laken ban the fourth floor of the Moan
Building.

ScptM:
Krtetla Dawsoa. 20. McGrefor
Hall, reported the top lo her Geo Tracker
vehicle had been Holen from the
Lancaster parking lot.

La* 9mm, 19. Martin Hal, reported
hex purse was stolen from her room.
Sharoa Mar*. Crabbe Library,
reported i computer modem had been
stolen from the law library section.
David H. Garrctt, 21. Todd Hall.
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Sept. 11:
Gary L. Horn, 22, Richmond, was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
SaatM:
Mkhaci Barboar, Revalo, leponad hie
wife's car had been stolen from the Alumni
Coliseum parking lot
Sept IS:
Travto Ration, 19.0'DomeD Hall.

News
DATING: Eastern has no policy
for faculty who date students

rerjortedsoroaomhadstokmahfmiando
computer game bom his room.
r
iii rni i"-".*•■-■"-••
School, reported a akynght ht the
coatroom of Room H in the elementary
school had been broken.

Dr. David B. Coleman
OPTOMETRIST

CX3NTNUED FROM FRONT PAGE report professors who make romantic

The professor said if the uni versa^ decide loimplemenianew policy,
very little would change.
"Having new rules wouldn't
Sept. Mt
change much except make people more
Waaaai W.Ltaear, 18.ToddHau.ha.
tense and nervous.'' he said.
been crarged wi* rwaaearion of marijuana,
Tom Myers, vice president of stuleas than eight ounces.
dent affajrs, said a professor's deciRyaaltMartlh.18.ToddHall.ha.
sion to date a student is more of a
been charged withrjoaaearion of marijuana,
professional ethical decision rather
leas than eight ounces.
than a legislative issue.
Sept 17:
Myers said he hopes that profesPatrick Howard. Brewer Building,
sors will consider the ethical issues of
reported Jaaaa. Price. 18. and John
dating students before they begin relaSbeKoa. 18. Palmer Hall, were assaulted
tionships in order to avoid a mandain front of Dupree Hall.
tory dating policy.
Russell Enzie, vice president for
Caatt.
academic affairs, said although the
The following report, appearing in
university doesn't have a policy regu"Police Beat" have been resolved in
lating dating between professors and
Madison District Court These follow-up
students, there are two policies that arc
reports represent only the judge-s decision
ineach<
designed to protect students when their
grades have been improperly given
i D.Scott, 18. Richmond,
because of a relationship.
was found guilty of possession of alcohol
The academic practice committee
by a minor.
and the sexual discrimination comMark Beatley. 18.O'Domell. was
mittee on harassing policies are defound guilty of alcohol intoxication.
JefTery C. Blackbern. 20. Todd Hall. signed io give students an opportunity
to appeal an undeserved grade or to
was found guilty of alcohol intoxication.

advances toward them.
Students polled in the Sept 16 issue
of the Eastern Progress all had approving opinions to the question, "How do
you feel the university should handle
professors and students who dale?"
All of the students' comments on
the subject were in approval of the two
having the right to date as were a
random selected group of students
polled on Tuesday afternoon.
Although all the students polled
were in favor of the dating issue,James
Miller, chair of the philosophy and
religion department had a different
view on the subject
There should never be any dating
between professors and students who
are in their class or will possibly take
their class," he said. "That's out."
Miller said professors should not
compromise the quality of a student's
education through romantic relationships.
Miller said last semester seniors
who have reached an honorable age
may serve as an exception to the dating rule. He said in such cases professors should use extreme caution and
try to keep academics and relationships separate issues.

mmm^
BOOK SHED

EKU Food Service and

University Shopping Center

"Richmond's Discount Bookstore"

i\* LOWEST BOOK PRICES

-wtfftvV
T*O*

Wholesale Prices Direct to You
"Try us before you go anywhere else."

Oct. 7, 1993
Fountain Food Court
Entry forms available in the WXII offices.
128 Donovan Annex
Deadline for entries: 10/5/93

FAX SERVICES AVAILABLE
(50% discount to 1-800 numbers)
OPEN: Mon. - Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.
Sundays

Dairy
Queen

r

-n

Double Cheeseburger
ONLY 990

Now Hiring
All Positions
Apply In Person

Everyday Discount

AN ACOUSTIC JAM-OFF

Eastern By-Pass

We Treat You Right!

«*>**&% off

present

623-6812

College Park Center

save 70*
WITH COUPON
Not good with any other disccount

624-1576
IN RICHMOND

Eye Exams
Large Frame
Selection
' Disposable
Contacts
• Gas Permeable
Contacts
• Tinted Contacts
•Payment Plan
Available

9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Big Hill Avenue • Richmond. KY — Ph. 624-0481
Locally Owned and Operated

1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Our New Richmond Office is Open!

Enterprises
ScreenprlnUng • Embroidery
and other Unique advertising Concepts
CALL NOW
l»80O0RDER«DT or 624«2724
We Guarantee:
Fast Service • Great Prices • No Hassle • On time Delivery
1505 Lexington Road
Richmond, KY 40475

FAST FREE DELIVERY

624-8600

J

BEST DEALS ON CAMPUS

Congratulations to the new
Alpha Gamma Delta
Pledges

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

Mi*

j

J
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Teresa Mason
Darlene Morris
Susan Nolty

$4.99
PLUS TAX

(ONE TOPPING)

ONE 14"

fatZA

LARGE

$5.98
PLUS TAX

(TWO TOPPINGS)

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

ONE 18"

fefZA

MONSTER

$0.9o

(CHEESE)

PLUS TAX

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

Initiates
Sheila Boggs
Jill
Jill Brillhart
uiiiinaii
Laura Devine

LARGE

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

Jennifer Combs
Beth Irvin
Jessica Payne
Mandy Stiers
Shellie Fackler
Brooke Belcher
Amanda Coleman
Stacia Blekeman
Melissa Taylor
Tonia Hotfil
Kristal Hylton

Irish Spears
Suzanne Eades
Stepanie Snyder
Courtney Schlager
Rachel Hackworth
Kimberly Osborne
Jennifer Horsman
Amy Cook
Jennifer Philpot
Kerry Merion
Molly Rechtin

ONE 14"

Crystal Pratt
Tina
Stillwell
Stacie Westrick

ANY TWO LARGE SUBS AND
A _ TWO LARGE DRINKS £j QQ

j

fefZA

PLUS TAX

LIMITED TIME ONLY
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Jumbo Margarita
$1.59

University a step closer to child care program
By Brett Dunlap

anything could be done at Eastern.

Assistant news editor

Snyder is the student rights director. His committee checks into any
problems stuoVnts are having and tries
to find ways to fix them. The group's
job will be to identify how many people
need child care, and if the resources are
available to run it
"We're not looking to run this program ourselves," Snyder said, ^f/t
only have a budget of $25,000 a year to
run the programs we already have, and
child care would drain our funds real
quickly if we had to sponsor iL"
He said an amendment was passed
a few yean ago that would have brought
child care to the university.
The plan would have relied on the
services of volunteers to run iL There
was some trouble from the legal department on the university's responsibility
if anything happened to the children.
They will look into having certain educational groups who are experienced in
child care to run iL
"It is going to take some time," he
said "Don'texpectany mrnediateactioa
"We just had our first meeting last
week and we just got the resolution
passed to took into iL"
The faculty and the student senates
are operating independendy of each
other in this matter. No plans have been
made at this time for them to try to
resolve this situation together.

Both the faculty senate and the student senate are looking into ways to
bring a full-time child care program to
Eastern for (he faculty, staff and students.
Cindy Foster, a senior public relauons major, is a full-time student, works
in marketing at the food services office
and isa full-time single mother with a4monlh-old son.
She lives right next to campus, but
has to take her son across town to a
sitter. She leaves her son with the sitter
every day for seven hours a day. She
said if she didn't have a sitter who was
reasonable and fair she might be paying
S50-S70 a week for someone to watch
her child.
"I think a child care program is a
great idea," Foster said. "I was disappointed when I found there wasn't one
already here.''
She said since there were so many
people on campus with children, the
program would need to be fair, inexpensive, but still maintain the quality
people expect for the safety of their
childrcn.They would also need to offer
it in the evenings for people who have
night classes.
JoAnna Dickey, faculty senator, said
a proposal has been made to form a

f* I think a child care program Is
a great Idea. I was disappointed when I found there
wasn't one here.
ff
— Cindy Foster, full-time student
and single mother
committee to study the possibility of
havmgauruversity-sporisoredchildcare
program.
Dickey is a member of the senate
executive committee, which forms the
agendas of what will be discussed at the
faculty senate meetings.
She said their committee has been
approached by several faculty members who wanted the issue of university-sponsored child care looked into.
The committee will have to investigate the legal responsibilities of the
university, the needs of the physical
plant to provide facilities and budget
expectations to see if the university can
afford such a program.
This committee will make its report to the senate executive committee
on March 21,1994 and then make its

final report to the faculty senate on
April 4,1994.
The student senate is also looking
into the possibility of the universitysponsored child care.
Patrick Snyder. student senator, said
a resolution was passed to form an
inquiry group to study the problem.
He said several students with children
approached him and said they were having problems attending class, paying tultKjn.worlang.raisaigafarruly and paying
someone to look after their child
"It's beyond their economic needs
to accomplish all of these things,"
Snyder said
He said several of them cited that
other colleges and businesses had some
form of child care services for thenpeople, and they were wondering if

Every Wednesday open to close

Student Specials

$2.49

' ■' -H*"-1 "a

«r»

Corner of First
and Water St.

SERVING

RICHMOND/EKU CAMPUS

623-0030
OPEN DAILY AT 11 00 AM FOR LUNCH UNTIL LATE NIGHT!

CAMPUS
SPECIALS
a>

tie890 Richmond
BINGO
Plaza
<***

(ON CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY)

10" SMALL
CHEESE

12" MEDIUM
CHEESE

$«99

$*99

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS |

69<

99<

2

Richmond, Kentucky
624-8018

3

14"
LARGE CHEESE

PAYOUTS UP TO

$

$JI99

5000
NIGHTLY

4

EVERY TEST DOESN'T HAVE
Tp ffg A STRESS TEST.

10% OFF
Pack Price Beginning at $20
Saturday Night and Sunday Afternoon
EKU Students Only
Expires 9/27/93

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

$1.19
Available Topptojs: Pepperonl, Sausage,
Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers, Ham,
Ground Beef, Green Olives, Black Olives, Bacon, Banana Peppers

Practicing for tests can help raise your scores and lower
your anxiety. And Cliffs Stud/Ware* has the most complete
test preparation programs available for your computer. Get
a free Test Survival Kit details at

Richmond
Mall

o

8" CLASSIC STEAK

LITTLE PROFESSOR

NO COUPON NECESSARY. JUST ASK FOR CAMPUS SPECIALS!

D

All brands of contacts
Soft, Semi-Soft & Disposable

TED

Optometrists
WR. Isaacs, C.L. Davis.W.T. Reynolds, M.F. Hayes
Open Mon -Fri 8:30 - 5, Sat 8:30 - 4
228 W Main, Richmond KY

623-3358

DtfeMryafMilrmaioinitMMladmiq Ol9*3 DofMnot Puu Mc ImMdUiwonty
OHw rr*v vary PMvpMg **•* or*, *ww" pvch*M may &• i«QU»«d lor dilr. try

Member of Kentucky Optometric Association

LIVE LIFE ON THE WILD SIDE
XI

...

ji. gOTrafes MULL

^TECHNO TUESDAY
V

100 HOT WINGS

ALTERNATIVE WEDNESDA
500 SOFTTACOS
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AEROBICS

CIRCUIT TRAINING
FREE WEIGHTS
LIFECYCLES
INDOOR TRACK
COME USE OUR
NEW EQUIPMENT

• LIFESTEPS
• LOCKER ROOMS
• PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
• SAUNAS

FALL SEMESTER

624-0100

EASTERN BY-PASS (BEHIND ROSES)
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News
Got a news idea? Call DeVone at 622-1872

CANCER: Seminar offers peer
support for bieast cancer victims
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE cancer survivor, will be the featured

A seminar for breast cancer victims, their families and health care
professionals who care for them is
being held in the Perkins Building
this Saturday.
The seminar, called "Woman to
Woman," is being held for the fifth
time. This is the first time it has been
held on Eastern's campus and the
first time it has been televised.
The Perkins Building was chosen
because of its capabilities for broadcasting on KET, Kentucky Educational Television.
Although it is now past the deadline to register to attend the program,
it will be broadcast on KET from 9
a.m. to noon Saturday.
It will be televised, according to
chairperson for the planning committee Arlayne Francis, in order to reach
more people who normally wouldn't
hear the information being discussed
at the seminar.
Francis, a former music teacher
from Whiiesburg who now lives in
Richmond, is abreast cancer survivor
herself.
She has been involved with the
"Woman to Woman" seminars for
the past four years.
More than 300 people are expec ted
to attend the seminar.
This year, Kathy Masamitsu of
ABC's "Home Show," also a breast

speaker.
A luncheon and a fashion show
with breast cancer survivors for models will also be included.
Various speakers will hold sessions, including cancer specialists,
surgeons, psychologists and Francis'
husband, Lt Col. Bint Francis, a retired Marine, who will speak along
with Reverend Herron of the Presbyterian Church on Main Street in a
session for men only about how to
cope when breast cancer touches your
life.
Although this session is for men
who have wives or other female relatives with breast cancer, breast cancer can also strike men. About 1,000
men will be diagnosed with breast
cancer this year.
"It's hard on men, loo," Arlayne
Francis said. "He (her husband) has
been my main support
"Men think they have to always be
strong. They think they're not supposed to cry or show emotion when
they're really afraid they're going to
lose their wives," she said.
For anyone who would like to talk
to others whose lives have been disrupted by breast cancer, a support
group meets the second Thursday of
every month at the Presbyterian
Church on Main Street It includes a
potluck dinner, rap sessions, craft
making or a guest speaker each time.

Abstinence stressed
at sex awareness fair
By Shannon Conley
Staff writer

A Sexual Awareness Fair was
held Tuesday night sponsored by
the Department of Student Life, in
conjunction with Dupree, Todd,
Commonwealth and Palmer halls,
to inform students about the dangers that exist in a sexually active
lifestyle.
Four speakers from various organizations were on hand to lecture
and take questions from the over
100 students in attendance.
Margaret Sulers, a nurse from
the Madison County Health Department was the first speaker of
the evening. She spoke briefly on
the services offered at the health
departrnentand informed the audience
that one out ofevery six sexually active
students at Eastern would contract a
sexually transmitted disease.
The following speaker, Deitra
Recce, a STAP (Student Teaching
Aids Prevention) member, passed
out envelopes and asked the audience to mingle and get autographs
from as many of the audience participants as possible, which made
for an unusual presentation.
Inside some of the envelopes
were cards that had "AIDS" written
on them. Those that had "AIDS"
were instructed to stand up and read

off the names on their envelope.
Those whose names were called
were also instructed to stand up,
and the series continued until few
were left seated. On a few cards
was the fetter "C," which stood for
condom. Those people who were
on those lists were instructed to sit
backdown.
This "game" was used to illustrate how easily AIDS can be transmitted. The "condom users" were
allowed to sit back down in order to
show that condom usage will dramatically expand the chances of
avoiding an STD. But as in all of
the presentations, abstinence was
stressed as theonly foolproof means
of protection.
The last speaker of the evening.
Dawn Kirstactter from Mountain
Maternal Planned Parenthood, addressed the crowd with a candid
presentation that included a demonstration on the proper procedure
for putting on a condom.
Lamont Gladden, the moderator and organizer of the event said
that because of the obvious presence of so many young mothers
and the rising number of reported
STD's, this seminar was definitely
needed.
"If we can reach only one person, then we've done our job,"
Gladden said.
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Need Money
For College?
Lack of funds is no longer a
legitimate excuse for not

attending College!
For more information on privately funded scholarships write:

Scholarship Research Services
P.O. Box 4035
Pittsburg, KS 66762
We match interests, skills and abilities with scholarships.
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SEAFOOD
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GO
EKU!

Regis Hairstylists
20% off all services for
EKU students

"Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices"
v0fl

623-6244

21(1 SI. <.ioi:

Alterations and Repairs
DRIVE-THRU
at St. George St

20% off all Regis retail

624-4268
"Ask About Student Discounts'
Just Off Campus

Richmond Mall
Walk-Ins Welcome

Call Selena at 622-1872 to announce any campus activities.
ANSWER TO THE
ALL IMPORTANT
COLLEGE gju E S T I O IM
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That's right! TAC0 BELL is now in Richmond!
Come in today!
• Check out our delicious 590/790/990 Value Menus
• Enjoy tasty TAC0 BELL Specialties like our
Burrito Supreme., Taco Salad & Nachos BellGrande.
• Register for your chance to win
a Dr. Pepper. 10-speed Mountain bike*
• Cool down with Free Drink Refills - same visit only
Details at the TACO BELL® Restaurant in Richmond. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/83. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited

RUN FOR THE BORDER

TACO QT3ELL
514 Eastern Bypass, Richmond
©1993 TACO BELL CORP.

289-3
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It's as easy as dialing
1-800-COLLECT, instead
off zero, when you make a
collect call.
It's the 1-800-COLLECT
$5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY.
Just complete your collect call between August
30 and September 28,
and you'll have a chance
to share $5,000 with the
person whose number
you're calling.

Call as often as you
like. There are winners
every day.
You'll also save up to
44% with 1-800-COLLECT.
It's America's Inexpensive
Way To Call Someone
Collect. Use it every time
you make a long distance
collect call. That's all
there is to it.
Bet you call Mom and
Dad more than ever.

Saving* v.. AT*T 3 msn. operator dieted long deviance at*

THE 1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY
• 1 800 COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ALL ENTRANTS ARE BOUNO BY COMPLETE RULES WHICH ARE AVAILABLE BY CALLING 1800-RULES4U FOR EACH DAY FROM 8/30/93 THROUGH 9/28/93 (30 DAYS), 1 -MO-COLLECT WILL GIVE AWAY
A GRAND PRIZE OF SS.000I 1 TO ENTER BY MAKING A 1 800-COLLECT CALL: -Each lime you make a 1 800-COLLECT domestic tltphons call (wNHn the U.S. and Puerto Rico) during the promotion period In pleated, and the eolacl Casing charges are accepted, you and the individual or
company wtwaa rujm. eppaare on tha lala^one b« tor trw rHjntfjaf ca
or telephone call necessary TO ENTER BY MAN., hand print your name, addreee. zip code and daytime telephone number on a plain piece of 3" x 5" paper and maH in a hand addressed 4 t/8" «
4308, Stair, NE 68009 IMPORTANT ON LOWER LEFT HAND CORNER OF MAILING ENVELOPE. YOU MUST PRINT THE SPECIFIC DATE OF THE PRIZE GIVEAWAY (FROM 8/30 through I
mwiyrJeysMvou«»*lh. outsell en»>mu«tba mallld lap aratsr. wto machanlcaty raproduced eritnes pavmitted Entries must be received by 5 business days after prize giveaway date indicaledon your mailing envelope to be eUgCe tor thai dairy prize 3 SELECTION OF WINNERS: Each daily
winner wU be randomly nlacted from among a* eagljto t 800 COLLECT telephone call entries and al eligible maH-m entries received lor that day's giveaway Random selection wM take place 6 days after the specific prize giveaway data. Odds of winning a prize will depend on the number of
slglili t -800-COLLECT latapfione cans correlated each day and fna tana of day the cal was made, and on the number of mail-in entries designated for each day's prize award Odds w* vairy each day of the promotion based on the above factors Odds ol winning via mail in entry will be as good
at odds of winning via telephone entry 4 PRIZES 1 Grand Prize par day of $5,000. divided equally between Cater and Cal Recipient. Cal nodplont portion of the prize wW be awarded to the MMdual or company whose name appears on the telephone bin tor the telephone number called If
potential winner has entered vie man. h /she subsequently WM be required to give name, addreee and latapfione number of MMdual with whom he/she wishes to share prize equally 5 GENERAL RULES: To be eligible, oattartflnsefln entrants must be 16 years or older as of 8/30/93 Sponsor s
omptoyooa areceV Involved In the planning and irraleiiioiitaaon of tMe promotion and emptoyooe of Wt advertising and promotion agencies, and their immarjete tanwy members and/or thoeo evtno In tame household of each are not aaaMa for any prtte, either aa an entrant or designated recipient Neither potential winner of a dairy pnze is not ekgible p« tr» arxwe. tt* er*re $5,000 prize ww not be awarded Vta
and ragufaNoni appfy. Not recponefbto for mejfuncfloriM or ataaltdown of srtapn^
on the toaowing day Random ttliclon ol wlnnart W be under the ttayvlslon of PL Bfair, Inc., an jridepanderii judging o^
subrect to any requirements or Wrxtatonc that may be imrxieed by the FerJeral Comrmjnications Commeeion
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Chris Clark, a
freshman agriculture
major, works the
fields at
Meadowbrook Farm,
cutting tobacco.
Prograas/JIMOUIGGINS

WANTED!

Finding a future in the past

Original poems,
short stories
The progress is seeking
original poems (20 lines
or less) and short (really
short. 500 words or
less) stories by students
for publication in a future
edition of the Progress.
Submit your endeavors
to:

Is Ag Your Bag?
The Agriculture Farm raises a variety of livestock
every year. Following are the average numbers of
farm animals raised each year by Agriculture
students and faculty who tend the farm.

The Eastern Progress
C/o Chad Williamson
117 Donovan Annex

640 Cattle

Includes dairy cows and
steer for beef.

Submissions should be
typed or neatly written
and must include
author's name and
phone number.

850 Pigs
Includes 50 swine

45 Sheep

DEADLINE:
Monday. Oct. 4

Inside
EKU Dance
Theater to
sponsor country/
western dances
this semester.
See PREVIEW,
B2.

The number of students enrolled in Agriculture classes has steadily increased in the
past five years

No. of Students

Year

Shannon Thompson,
a senior agriculture
major from Garrard
County, tends to hogs
on Meadowbrook
Farm.

I Trekkers beam In
to Lexington for
convention. See
ARTS, B3.
I Broadcasting
student receives
first WEKU
scholarship. See
PEOPLE, B4.
I Annual cultural
fest to focus on
Middle East. See
ACTIVITIES, B5.
I Eastern volleyball
to play Murray
Friday at 7 p.m.
at Alumni
Collseum.See
SPORTS, B6.

Did you know?
M THE RIGHT
ONE, BABY:
Legendary blues
singer and
composer Ray
Charles, known
for his Diet Pepsi
commercials, was
born 63 years ago
today in Albany,
Ga.
Next week
Tailgating

Progress/JIM QUK3GINS

Future of agriculture bright for livestock, shady for tobacco
By Chad Williamson
Accent editor

said.

The Future
To deal with the changIt was a cool Tuesday afing future, agriculturists are
ternoon, the temperature was
adjusting to the new needs
in the low 70s and students
and demands they face.
were out at Meadowbrook
"Agriculture has to be a
Farm, Eastern's laboratory
cleaner industry," said
farm, cutting tobacco. It
Janicke. "We have to deal
would have seemed to be a
with environmental concerns
good day to be working.
and control pollution involv"No day's a good day to
ing pesticides and fertilizers."
cut tobacco," said Yule
"If people are going to
McCollum, an agricultural
survive, they are going to have
technician whosiipervisi»the
Progress/JIM QUK3GINS to mechanize and have larger
students. "Cutting tobacco is , _^_ m .
herds and become more effithe hardest work I've ever *""■■«' Osithea, a senior agriculture and
cient,"
Paul Brumett, presidone."
elementary education major, works on the sow
dent of the Pre-Veterinarian
Ask anyone involved in •scords at Meadowbrook Farm.
Club, said.
agriculture and they will tell
"The days of the small
you the same things, that it is
farms are going to the
nothing but hard work. So why does anyone choose logo side,"said Brumeu.
into a field where the days are long, with nothing but backBurnett said that he feels that specialization may be
breaking work to look forward to?
the trend in some parts of the country. People who raise
"We have no place to go but up," Dr. Gary Janicke, a livestock such as beef and poultry should be able to keep
professor of soil conservation science, said.
a small farm and still survive.
According to Dr. Danny Britt, chair of the agricultural
These changes in the ways that livestock is raised have
department, agriculture is entering a time of renewed affected fanning in recent years, most of the changes
growth after a period during the '80s where farming was related to the consumer.
a difficult way to make a living.
"People are becoming more health conscious, so we
"Agriculture is dealing with an image problem now have changed the way we feed our animals to produce a
and we're just now realizing our lost opportunities," Britt leaner product," said Burnett

MEADOWBROOK
Tobacco
The future of tobacco is not bright, however. The
Michael Judge,
increased anti-social response to smokers, in addition to
the proposed "sin tax" on cigarettes proposed by President director of the division
Bill Clinton, could help to cause the bottom to drop out of of farms for Eastern,
the tobacco market What that will do to Kentucky's said that Meadowbrook
Farm is attempting to
economy is anyone's guess.
reflect the changing
"I hope someone figures it out," Brumett said.
Many agriculturists feel that the downfall of tobacco face of agriculture.
Raising crops over
is pre-destined, and that it will drastically affect Kentucky
821 acres of land, only
by causing the state to lose its tax base.
John Parr Jr., a senior soil conservation major from two acres are devoted
Middleton, said he doesn't fear the downfall of tobacco to tobacco. Com takes
up 190 acres, soybecause it has been so ingrained into society.
"People will still use tobacco if the price of cigarettes beans are grown over
30 acres and the
goes to $5 a pack," Parr said.
■«■.■•*«»■■.La*a, KlalO aka.Ba.ai ■■>
OV9 acres is
"It contributes $300 million in the Bluegrass area iviiiBmNig
taken
by hay and
alone," Parr said. "In 40 years it may be phased out
pasture crops for
somewhat, but I don't see any short-term effect."

Replacements
What is going to take the place of tobacco as the cash
crop for Kentucky is anyone's guess, however.
Eddie Tallent, a junior vocational agricultural education major, said he feels that small vegetable crops may
take tobacco's place, while Brumett feels that simple
diversity may become the norm.
But in reality it may simply never go away completely.
Thad Taylor, a junior agriculture major from Winchester,
said that after he graduates he wants to go back to his
family farm and grow tobacco.
"People will grow it until it costs more to grow than it
does to sell it," Parr said

feeding livestock.
This reduced
uepeooence on xobaccois a"happy
medium," said Judge. It
serves a purpose of
introducing tobacco to
students and helping
them to understand
howttbproduced.it
•too deals wtth students who may have a
moral problem with
raising tobacco.
4Vi

B2

Send your
announcements to
Oelene Woody or
Doug Repp at 117
Donovan Annex
before noon Monday.

Thursday, September 23.1993
The Eastern Progress

TODAY
Announcements

Come and hear the music

New ETS policies require thai
all ORE lesiees, including standbys, must present a photo ID to
be tested, and must also provide
a 2-inch by 2-inch photo to be
submitted with the answer sheets.
Persons who do not present a
photo ID and submit photos prior
to the lest cannot be tested.
Applications for 1993-94
EKU Football Hostesses may be
picked up in Coates 112. See
Char lotteTanara and be prepared
for anon the spot interview. The
deadline for applications is Sept
23. For further information, call
1309.
EKU Dance Theatre will be
sponsoring two country/western
dances this semester in the
Weaver Gym.thai are open to
anyone. The dances are on Monday, Oct. 18 and Monday, Nov.
15 from 8 p.m to 11 p.m. Tickets are $3 for students and $4 for
non-students. Music will be provided by John Bonne tt from Blazing Saddles in Lexington.

Clubs/Meetings
The United Methodist Center will hold its weekly meeting
at 6 p.m. Call 623-6846 for more
information.

The Verctehr Trio, playing violin, ctarinet
and piano, wilibeporforrning Wednesday
Sopt 29 at the university. The concert wilt
take place in Brock Auditorium at 7:30pm,,
sponsored by the University Center Board,
No tickets are required for admission and Is
free and the concert is open to the public..
The Catholic Newman Center
will be sponsoring a free car wash
today between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. at
Hamm's BP on the Eastern Bypass.
For more information, call 623
9400.

SUNDAY
Announcements
Bingo will be held at Mom's Bingo
today with doors opening at 1 p.m.
and games bcgining at 2:30 p.m.
Precedes are for families and boosters for the handicapped, for more
information, call 624-2878.

Uva Entertainment
George Jones, John Michael
Montgomery and McBride and the
Ride will be performing at Renfro
Valley today. For more information, call 1-800-765-7464.

SATURDAY

Tonight is all-ages night at the

^coupon-coupon-coupoircouponj,

Mother's Coin
Laundry

|

Announcements
A workshop will be held to
help writers understand the
business of writing and the publithing process, and create saleable manuscripts. The workshop begins today at the
Carnegie Center for Literacy
and Learning in Lexington and
will be held every Monday from
5:30 pjn. until 7 p.m. through
Nov. 1. Tthe cost is $40. For
more information, call 2334474.

The Richmond Parks and Recreation Department is providing
open time for preschool children
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
9 »-m. until 11:30 a.m. Parents
will be required to supervise their
children at all times. For more
information, call 623-8753.
A writer's workshop will be
held today from 5:30 p.m. until 7
pjn. at the Carnegie Center for
Literacy and Learning in Lexington. The workshop will deal with
how to write and market romance
novels. Sessions will continue
through Nov. 3. The cost for the
clan is S40. For more information, call 233-4474.

The Board Plan will hold a
special dinner. The Southwestem Roundup," in the Powell Caffrom 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Expires 10-7-93
623-5014
Shoppers Village
Eastern By-Pass

5
§

Wll Honor
Competitors Coupons

%

6"

The Graphic Arts Society will
meet in Gibson 331 Thursday,
Sept. 30 st 8 p.m This meeting is
for anyone that is interested in the
area of graphic arts. For more
information, contact David W.
Dailey in Fitzpatrick 307 or call
at 3232.

Exhibits

A workshop will be held at the
Carnegie Center for Literacy and
Learning in Lexington today from
noon until 1 pjn. and will deal
with how collect living histories
of our times. The workshop will
continue through Nov. 3. The cost
is $25. For more information, call

The Faculty Biennial, Work
in all Media, and the Charles
Heknuth Sabbatical Exhibition
will be on display at the Giles
Gallery beginning Thursday,
Sept. 30. Gallery hours are Monday through Friday 9:15 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.. Sunday 2 to 5 pjn.

200 South Second Street
FREE DELIVERY!
*

20" Party Pizza

Baked Spaghetti & Bread Sticks $4.67
Pizza Sub & Salad

$4.86

Steak Hoagie & Liter drink

$4.48

Salad, Bread Sticks & Liter drink $4.25

plus tax. expires 9-30-93
!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

PG 13
PC"
R ••
PC 13 •
R ••
R
PG-13
R
G

Recordsmlth discounts all eds and cassettes
all the time. We thought about picking four or
five releases, putting them on sale and
over-charging customers on all other titles.
But we dont Ilka to be like everybody else.

recordsmith
i$i_n : si ii ■■• i

KAI

>i

623-5058 EKU By-Pass across from Pizza Hut

Whatsa Futon?
Yeah, it's a new store at 620 Big
Hill Avenue in Richmond...but
that's not important. What IS
important is YOU! Our associates
are our most valuable assets. At
Whatsa Futon if you are high
energy...eager to learn...full of
smiles...you may be interested in
hearing more about the fastest
growing specialty home furnishing
store in the nation.

Monica at (606) 255-0871

Rluegtass Village, t ml 90. I 75
Richmond. 623-7930
Fayatta Mai Laikioloii

^^^^^272^125^^^^^

d£

$10.71

plus tax. expires 9-30-93

with your favorite topping

with your favorite topping

plus tax. expires 9-30-93

thru Fri.
7:35 10:15
7:40 9:45
7:45 9:50
7:10 9:35
7:30 10:05
7:50 9:55
7:20 9:40
7:25 9:30

LARGEST PIZZA IN RICHMOND

Small 10" pizza

$5.38

STARTS FRIDAY
Set. 4k Sun.Only Mon
4:50
1:35
THE FUGITIVE
1:10 3:15
5:25
FATHER HOOD
5:35
1:25 3:30
STRIKING DISTANCE
4:45
A MAN WITHOUT A FACE 1:40
4:55
1:05
THE PROGRAM
5:40
1:30 3:35
WARLOCK 2
5:00
1:20
THE REAL MCCOY
HARD TARGET
5:20
1:00 3:10
SECRET GARDEN

with your favorite topping

Large 14" pizza
o^c

rzi*

Whatsa Futon?

Whatsa Futon management
opportunities exist! Call

*

TTXTTTTTTIXTT?T;XT;ISTTT3

Now that we have your
attention let's talk shop. Let's
talk about a futon shop. Let's
talk about a futon shop. Let's
talk about a futon shop called
Whaisa Futon.

623-0330
*

lro-i3l

624-9S14

A

PizzA

*

Nightly 930
Nightly 7
Nightly 7:15 & 9:30
Sat. & Sun. 1:30 & 7 Sat & Sun. 1:45,4, Sat. & Sun. 4:15 &
9:30
["R]7:15.9:30
lPG-13.

Low prices
are cool.

ATTENTION! NOTICE!
CAUTION! WARNING!

*

Undercover
Blues

UPCOMING

•coupon«coupon •coupon "coupon.

Lunch Specials

The Good
Son

Clubs/Meetings

Announcements

/VPOLLO

f> —3-

NAFTA - The U.S.. Canada.
Mexico and the Free Trade Agreement: For Better of Worse? Dr.
Robert Sharp and Dr. Kenneth
Johnson will speak on the North
American Free Trade Agreement
today at 7 pjn. in the Jaggers
Room of the Powell Building.

WEDNESDAY

Now complete.) automated.
Taster and safer.
Receive S20 for first donation.
\sk about bonuses.

^TART<; FRIDAY'
STARTS
FRIDAY1

Lectures

I ormrilv ('ainpus Plasma < ei

| Present coupon for |
1 FREE WASH or f
$2 off drop-off
service
^

%

MONDAY

A memorial service for Scott
Pack will be held at 5 pjn. in the
Meditation Chapel. Anyone interested in actively participating
in the services should contact
Bonnie Gray at 1403.

Sera-Tec Biologicals

f FREE WASH f

|

Wrocklage. located at 361 W.
Short St. in Lexington.
Cincinnati's Tiger Lilies and 9
lb. Hammer will perform and
the show starts at 7:30 p.m. Call
231-ROKK for more information.

Announcements

Announcements

a

Jurassic
Park

233-4474.

TUESDAY

I ni\iTsit\ Cinemas
It,
l>iv».
l\-l'.|ss

d*i

$4.25

plus tax, expires 9-30-93

APOLLO

Students come see us at JCPenney's Styling Salon
and receive 20% off services every Thursday
with a valid E.K.U. ID.
Mon. - Fri. 9 to 8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12:30 to 5.
^xs^-c-n^^
RICHMOND MALL

JCPennGy
Styling Salon

S3

Racordamlth Top 10
1. Nkvana, "tn Utaro"
2 Prtnoa. Tha hHa/OthaW
3. John Maaancamp, "Human WhaaaV
4.10 Foot Pate. "Fual to Keap us oooT
5. Band Maton. -Band Meton"
6. ■Judgmant Nighf soundtadk
7. Lenny Kravrtz, 'Are you gonna go my way'
6. Doctor Dre, The Chronicg. Garth Brooks, tn Pieces'
10 Stone Temple PHott. "Cora"

Thursday, September 23. 1993
Doug Rapp. Arts editor

'I Hate Hamlet,' set to open

THE CAST

By Doug Rapp and Daniel
Smathers

Damon
Boggess
Bryant Keller
Rebecca J. Smith
Melanie Park
Rose Coleman
Anthony J. Howard

Sopt 29 —Oct. 2
Gifford Theater
Campbell Building
Showtime: 8 p.m.
Admission: $4 for students;
$ 5 for all others. Call 6221323 for reservations.

Damon Boggaaa plays Andrew
Rally, the main character In "I
Hate Hamlat." Laat spring as
pictured above he also played
a lead role In the theatre
department's production of
"Waning for Godot."

New Clancy novel delivers;
more flair, less hardware
By Jason Owens
Copy editor
After eight tries, Tom Clancy has
finally taken the "techno" out of his
"techno thriller" and given the reader
a story that focuses more on people
than hardware.
His newest release, "Without Remorse" provides all the suspense of
his previous novels with a fraction of
the machinery that so often is the focal
point of them.
"Without Remorse" takes place
during the Vietnam era, the reader
only knows that it is sometime around
1970. As usual for a Clancy novel, the
first few chapters introduce at least
five subplots that seem totally unrelated.
The main plot involves a character
who has become almost a standby in
many of the previous novels. Avid
Clancy readers know him as Mr. Clark,
the CIA agent whose assistance has
been the deciding factor in helping
Jack Ryan save the day in the novels
"Clear and Present Danger" and "The
Sum of All Fears," to name two.
Before he look the code name of
Mr. Clark, he was a Navy SEAL (Sea.
Air and Land) named John "Snake"
Kelly. Kelly had just retired from his
top secret life in Vietnam and was
looking forward to settling down with
his pregnant wife Tish. Peace was
finally starting to replace the nightmares that war left with him.
But tragedy strikes him with both
barrels when Tish is killed in a car
wreck. Emotionally shattered, Kelly
loses his purpose in life and becomes,
in the words of one of the characters,
a "rich beach bum." He purchases an
island near Chesapeake Bay and works
occasionally for off-shore demolition
companies.
Six months after the accident, he
picks up a winsome hitchhiker named
Pam while on his way to the marina so
he can spend some time on his island.
The two discover that they both
have terrible vacuums in their lives.

"Without Remorse," Is Tom
Clancy's eighth novel
and eventually fall in love. Kelly discovers, much to his later regret, that
Pam has many awful secrets in her
past.
Pam had been a prostitute involved
in a drug-smuggling ring and had the
scars and barbiturate addiction to prove
it Kelly forgives her for these things
gone by and vows revenge on the
people responsible for inflicting such
trauma on Pam.
Again, things were starting to work
out for Kelly. Pam was cured of her
addiction, and they were both ready to
start a new life for themselves.
However, Pam's shadowy past
reaches out and finds her and Kelly in
a terrible manner. Only Kelly survives
the encounter with the drug smuggler
named Billy.
Aided by a husband-and-wife team
of doctors, Kelly recovers and begins
his terrible mission of vengeance
against Billy, and eventually, his
bosses. Utilizing all of his skills in
"black" (covert) operations, he becomes a vigilante known as the "Invis-

|\|)l |'l NDI.N I \l

WIZE
624-2990

$10.88
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DOUGLAS
BATTERY SALE
Douglas

$39.95
5fe?5

$59.95

Omni 670

Omni 850

By Genah Conun
Contributing writer

Stardate 9309.11/12 at 1200
hours in Continental Inn, Lexington.
For the price of ten dollars,
people poured in a large conference hall for a bizarre display of
affection for a canceled science fiction television series that ran for
three years in the 1960's.
Of course I am referring to the
show that has become an American
obsession since it went off the air
and amassed such devoted fans that
it spawned six movies, two new
series and countless numbers of
books, magazines and merchandise.
Star Trek has gained official
icon status from the support of its
fans, who range from all shapes
and sizes and prefer to be called
•Tieldttrs/iath« dim "Tieldries."
Even the government has shown
support for this low-rated TV show
by changing the name of the first
space shuttle from the "Constitution," to the "Enterprise," which
was the original shuttle from Star
Trek.
The original cast of the show
was also on hand to witness the
shuttle's maiden voyage in 1980.
On the first day of Trek-ORama, the show manager, Cindy
Krell, presented a trivia contest
blooper reels, door prizes, a costume contest and a lecture given by
Robin Curtis, who portayed Lieutenant Saavik from the Star Trek
movies III and IV.
The animated Curtis, who
played an emotionally restrained
Vulcan, was the exact opposite of
her character in the movies.
She will be appearing in a twopart episode of Star Trek: The Next
Generation as a Romulan mercenary named TaUera," later this
season.
The second night of Trek-O-

Gsorgs Taksl signed autographs at the convention.

SIAk IKL-.K CJONVfcNTIOM

WHEN: November 6, 1993
WHERE: Heritage Hall, next to Rupp Arena
in Lexington
ADMISSION: $9.95
GUEST CELEBRITY:
Mark Lenard, who plays "Sarek,"
Spock's father
RamafeaturedGeorgeTakei. fondly
known as Captain Sulu.
As one of the original pioneers of
the series, he was very thankful to the
fans for all their generous letter writing that has kept the show alive,
creating many opportunities for the
cast
Takci said that the new "Star
Trek" movie should be out around

All Exhauat Pipes 40% OFF
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP w*h SUN BMpBaSi
Computer. w«ataa«»-itaa<."«ii i % n I > ' .«f-#»• . ,
(*•■iiiii■"). "j J- iaW—pmmmmim £ *HtV

4Cyl.
$24.88

6CyI.
$36.88

**S
iKlhtuucfci.

Christmas 1994, after Paramount
decides on a script
After a few minutes of questions from the audience, he sat
down to sign of autographs.
For more information on this
event and the Lexington chapter
of the Starfleet Fan Club, contact
the USS Imaldris at 269-7925.

\RTS

8Cyl.
$44.88

f 60 Month
Gig- off
Batteries
A.jO.73 hcarii**,-'muM. P*W trow* Mate *M needed
Group 24.24F, 26
«*»
i,m«r*w«y«e»«»rf«o*iJ«e»- (R«*u>»«

$49.95

ATTENTION 'TREkkERs'
Convention beams down in Lexington

♦SUBUJRV*

Heavy Duty Muffler
9
Most Care and $0-| 95
'
Light Trucks
Mm I J
Installation extra
Limited Lifetime Warranty

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER
I 531 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond

LUBE,
& FILTER

ible Man" to the Baltimore police. His
victims are terminated without remorse and in a methodical, almost
surgical manner.
In the meantime. Pentagon officials discovers top secret prison camp
in North Vietnam, which is filled with
U.S. pilots whose deaths were faked.
The camp is staffed with Russian interrogators and is a very politicallysensitive target
Only Kelly knows the area well
enough to infiltrate the camp (he had
performed rescue missions just a few
years earlier there as a SEAL) and lead
a platoon of Marines to rescue the
pilots.
So Kelly becomes torn between
duty to his country and his personal
vendetta against the Baltimore drug
smugglers.
He decides to pursue both missions. He has to juggle them skillfully
because the slightest mistake could
mean his death (which doesn't really
mean much to him) and the deaths of
several people relying on him.
The plot contains many twists and
turns, as usual for a Clancy novel, but
the surprises are particularly sharp.
"WithoutRemorse" almost seems like
a Dean Koontz novel, with its characterizations and suspense.
Clancy is at his highest point of
creativity with this novel. When Kelly
finds Billy, for example, he doesn't
just shoot him. He does something
with a diver's pressurization chamber
that is much more satisfying, both to
himself and the reader (Billy was a
real scuzzball).
The end was a bit anticlimactic,
but in all, this is one of Clancy's best
novels to date. The $24.95 cover price
may scare some readers off, but it is
important to note that there will be a
paperback version out in a few months,
and there is always the university library . Some local bookstores (thiscopy
was purchased at the Book Shed) offer
a discount on it It is worth checking
into, and the reader should buy it" without remorse."

Beware English scholars, and
Shakespeare devotees. What you are
about to hear may set you on your
corselets.
"I Hate Hamlet" opens Wednesday, Sept 29 at the Gifford Theater in
the Jane F. Campbell Building. While
there are some serious moments, such
as when Andrew Rally, the soap opera
star turned Shakespearean actor, makes
excursions into some of the famous
Hamlet soliloquies, the play is a comedy at heart
Jim Moreton will add "I Hate Hamlet" to his list of directing credits,
which also includes "Of Mice and
Men."
"I Hate Hamlet" consists of three
nsbsccs Smith, s senior from
male and three female roles and foBoons County, plays Felicia
Dentine. This summer she had cuses on Andrew who gets the job
most actors dream about Hamlet.
a bit part In the movie
Andrew's misgivings about his up-Airborne."
coming performance become apparent as he meets the ghost of John
Barrymore, who is widely regarded as

having the most successful Hamlet
portrayal in this century.
Damon Boggess, who recently
starred in "Waiting for Godot," plays
Andrew in this story written by Paul
Rudnick.
Boggess said the rehearsals were
going good, but he found this comedy
more difficult than others since the
comic timing is written into the script
and the actors can't rely on their own.
"I Hate Hamlet" also stars Bryant
Keller, 22, a senior music major and
Rebecca J. Smith. 21. a senior speech
and theater education major.
Smith, who starred opposite
Boggess in "Waiting forGodot," may
also be seen in the new film "Airborne," if the director decides to keep
the brief cut
Melanie Park, 22. a senior majoring in musical theater, and Rose
Coleman, 19, a music education major
who plays Andrew's sweetheart in her
first role at Eastern, are also featured
in the play.
Anthony J. Howard, 27, an undeclared honors student is also in the
play.

9.8

Hot & Hearty Meal Deals
6" Meatball Sub, chips, 22 oz. drink

22 oz. drink

$2.99
$3.79
$3.99

Valid any day, at any time.
Eastern By-Pass (opposite Denny's)
Hours: Mon. - Fri., 10 a.m. -1 a.m.
Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Call ahead
for pick up
623-3458

B4

S«nd your suggest tons
for PEOPLE to Chad
WlMlsmson or S^sns
Woody at 117 Donovan
AnnsxorcslM882.
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RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST
713 West Main SL
623-8335
Van leaves die Darnel
BSSBBIname 15 min.
before each .ervice
Sponsor* of the Colonels
for Christ
2nd A 4th Thursdays. 8:30 p.m.
Powell Building. Room D

Radio background earns
student WEKU scholarship
By Ami Kreyling
Contributing writer

to a student who hat been involved with WEKU-FM and
WEKH. The student's high
school journalism experience
and extracurricular activities
are also considered along with
hisGPA.
Williams met with Cooper
and found out about her scholarship. Through WEKU, Cooper found out about Williams
and her experience and qualifications to award her the
scholarship.
Williams said that Cooper
was "an interesting man, who
didn' t talk much about what he
does through the foundation

When Jennifer Williams
became interested in the communications field, she set her
goals high and wasn't sure of
where her aspirations would
take her.
Her aspirations eventually
led to her being the first person to receive the Arts and
News Network Scholarship
funded by Vernon C. Cooper
Jr., who raises funds for a
retirement
association
through WEKU FM radio.
The scholarship is given

he raises money for."
Williams became interested in broadcasting during
her freshman year of high
school. She worked as an intern at WKMO/WTEL radio
station in Elizabethtown.
She finds the equipment
at WEKU the most advanced
she has worked with.
"Being a DJ is better that
doing the weather for
WKMO/WIEL." Williams
said.
Her main ambition and
goal in life is to be a news
anchorwoman for a Louisville stauon.
.

SWKIGT

Bible Study - 9 SJn.
Wonhip - 10 «jn.
Evening Worship - 6 pjn.
Wednesday
Bible study - 7 pjn.

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Presbyterian (Ihurch in America

i
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-
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Growth Groups
Throughout the We*
624-8910 • 128 S. Keeneland Dr. • Curt Gardner, Pastor
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Jennifer Williams earned her scholarship due In
pit to her broadcast experience.

Serving Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
,
%
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>Steaks

Your book store
off-campus

•Ribs

O~^od>

University Book & Supply
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Carry Out Orders
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Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am-Midnight
709 Big Hill Ave„ Richmond
624-2569

Eastern Clothing
1/2 price
check our "specials"

Selections

Our Art/Teaching
Supply Departments
have been expanded.

'— IK

COMING SOON !!!

Iron Works

Atmosphere

Aerobics & Fitness

U.B.S. introduced new and
exciting ideas for this fall
semester. Now, U.B.S. is offering
up to $250 in gift certificates...
if you can complete this form

The New Leader In Health And Fitness
*
*
*
*

PADDED INDOOR JOGGING TRACK
AEROBICS
TOP OF THE LINE CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT
SUPER CIRCUIT TRAINING

Not looking for long
term commitment?
Tfcy us out!!!
7 visits for
7 dollars

Ask about our
Pre-Opening
Specials
Offer based on 2 year membership

Fill in the blanks with our changes and promotions.

Offer ends soon!!!

1.

623-7370
=^.

The sisters of

Chi Omega
introduce their newest members:
Jenny Abshear
Missy Aleuras
Jenni Anderson
Heather Baker
Lisa Barnett
Sharon Barnett
Julie Bowles
Jamie Brandenburg
Lesli Carroll
Allison Clark
Amanda Earner

Sara Farris
Shawna Floyd
Missy Graessle
Amy Haydon
Christy Hillard
Stacy Huddleston
Natalie Husband
Daneen Lentini
Heather McCreery
Sara Jo Ritchie
Amanda Sanders

We Love You!
>

Did you notice our changes? What were they?
Complete this list and you may win
$250 in U.B.S. merchandise.

2.

Free baseball caps
More used books-saving you

3.

tfipra money

4.

c
6.

Fast check out lanes-no waiting
Duck Head Clothing

7.
8.

NAME.
LOCAL ADDRESS.
PHONE.
PLAY AND WIN! Complete the list.and be
a winner of $250 in prizes and gift certificates

Intramural Update
Friday: Default fee for men's
and women's soccer due by 4
p.m.

MM 1 campusl

ACTIVITIES

Saturday: E.K.U. Women's
Rugby plays Marshall at
Marshall.

Thursday, September 23,1993
Selena Woody, Activities editor

Festival crosses cultural barriers
By Selena Woody

Films of the Middle East

Activities •ditor

Sept 21-.Guest of God (1991)
Saudi Arabia
The faces of Eastern will meet Sept 28: A Crossroads of Culture
(1990) Yemen
each other Monday as the annual cultural festival begins its month long look Sept 29: Yol (1982) Turkey
Sept 30: Late Summer Blues (1987)
into the world of the Middle East
Israel
The cultural festival is in its 14th
year at the university and has chosen a | OcL 1: The Fires of Kuwait (1992)
Kuwait
first-time topic for this year's theme.
With the idea of cultural aware- Films will be in Crabbe 108 at 7
p.m. Friday's Mm will be at
ness in mind, the office of interna10:30 a.m. in Crabbe 108.
tional education will host this extravaganza, which includes films, art, lectures and cultural activities.
and benefit from knowing more about
According to Neil Wright, the di- that place."
rector of the international education
Wright said that the advantages of
office, the purpose of the festival is to experiencing different cultures are
spread cultural awareness and to in- great for everyone.
troduce American students to the in"If we only study our own culture,
ternational students in their ranks.
then we are ati disadvantage," Wright
" Wc are trying to make our stu- said. "We should know about them
dents here at the university and the just for the sake of knowing."
people in our service region more
The festival will begin
knowledgeable," Wright said.
with a series of foreign
With the changing face of many films, moody docunations in the world, the cultural festi- mentaries and ofval is another way to pull the univer- ten in the native
sity into that growing diversity.
tongue of its origin.
Each year the festival focuses on a
Wright says the festidifferent part of the world with the val begins with films
goal of bringing the cultures of the because they allow
world in contact with each other and students to relate
promoting cultural awareness.
to the cultures
"The idea is to try to look at that better in a
part of the world from many different quick way.
angles," Wright said.
SpeakWright said it is the place of the ers and art
university to study the many regions will follow
of the world and learn more about the week of
them and their people.
films.
"The university should be a place
The annual international banthat can study any part of the world — quet will be held to allow everyone to
cultures, traditions, art, religion — meet the cultures of the world.

Progress/ JIM QUK3GINS

KICKING
At the Arts Festival hew at Elmwood Saturday, two arts
enthusiasts found a way to celebrate each other. Hundreds
of people attended the gala which raised money for the
RichmoNd Area Arts Council.

Greeks play older siblings to underprivileged kids
Betas, ChiOs play
Big Brother, Sister
By Matt McCaxty
Staff wrier
The sounds of laughter and excitement that came from the Powell bowling alley Saturday were not those of
college students, but those of children
visiting their brothers and sisters Saturday.
The Betas and the CtnOs were hosting a Big Brother, Big Sister Day,
literally playing big brother and big
sister to a group of underprivileged
children.
The Betas and ChiOs picked the
children up at Public Safety around 3
p.m. and played games with them while
getting to know a little about each of
them.
Beta president Martin Cobb said
that he was "really pleased with the
turnout"
Cobb said the children enjoyed their
day and the special attention they were
getting. Because of the fun that the
group had, Cobb believes the Betas
and the Chios will continue this annual activity.
"They seem really happy that college students would take the time out
for them." Cobb said. "We're going to
do it every semester."
According to Cobb, the children's
parents were also excited about their

Progress/JAY ANGEL

Chi Omega Susan Hubbard looks on as little sister Stephanie
Davis wonders when the ball Is going to come back to her.

children's big day.
Cobb said the parents were "enthused that we would take our time out
to help them."
"They were surprised college students would give up a Saturday afternoon for somebody we didn't even
know," Cobb said.
Although the Betas and ChiOs did
not know the children only days ago,
according to Beta member George
Brown, they will never forget them.
"When I go home tonight I'll probably think about Adam," Brown said.
Adam Puckett was one of the many
children who were enjoying bowling
in the company of their new big brothers and big sisters.
"It'sexcellent," said Puckett about
his thoughts of the day. "I like bowling."
Brown said the day felt "so good"
and being around all the kids left him
feeling "speechless."
"It's kind of like, not breathless,
but speechless," Brown said. "It makes
me feel so good."
The day turned out not only gratifying for the Betas and ChiOs, but was
also fun for all involved.
"I think i t went great" said Christie
Clark, a member of die ChiOs. "We
had a fun day. and I think the kids had
fun, too.

Silver^ Star
HAPPY HOUR
$2 APPETIZERS
WINGS, SKINS, CHEESE STICKS, & MUCH MORE

TUESDAY
KARAOKE
SING YOUR
FAVORITE

SONGS
9 TO 12

v»

FRIDAY
CLASSIC ROCK
NIGHT
$1 MAKERS
$1 MILLER LITE
i

Senior Beta member
Todd Crouell and
little brother Matthew
Slenalt, bottom, roll
the ball down the
alley. ChIO Christie
Clark and little sister
Beth Slenalt watch as
their ball heads for
the pins.
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tSUBUJRV
w:
624-9241
WE ARE OPEN
Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m. -1 a.m.
Sun. llajn.-ll p.m.
DELIVERY HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 1030 a jn. -11 pjn.
Sal. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

$1 off Footlong
50$ off 6 inch
| Not Good on Delivery*

Expires 9-30-93
200 S. Second Street (Corner of Water St. & 2nd)
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Trite Week In Sport*

B6

Sept. 26 Cross country at Louisville
Sept. 28 Men's tennis at home against
Moreheed: 12 p.m., Martin tennis courts
Sept. 25 EKU football at homeagainst
Austin Peay: 7 p.m.. Roy Kidd Stadium
Sept 29 Women's tennis at home against
Bellarmine: 2 p.m., Martin tennis courts

SPORTS

Thursday, September 23.1993
Chryssa Zizos, Sports editor

QUQt* of the Week
■• We need m win under
out belt In order to gain
tome confidence.
If
— Roy Kidd

Lanny
Brannock
End
Zone

Colonels
need victory
to stay alive
for playoffs
I watched NFL football on
television Sunday and a strange
thought came across my mind as I
watched Bemie Kosar pick the San
Francisco 49ers apart with the
precision of a brain surgeon.
What happened to the team of the
•80s?
I never was a Joe Montana fan,
and far sure am not a Sieve Young
fan, so it really didn't bother me that
San Francisco got beat by a usually
bad team.
But so did the Eastern Kentucky
Colonel football team.
Okay, so it was Western, who
was probably so psyched that if you
touched one of them they might have
killed you.
A game that Roy Kidd had never
lost before in his 30 seasons here.
The point I am Dying to make is
that Eastern, which ruled the 1980s
with a very, very good football team
(National title. 1982), may be
becoming the 49er's of the '90s.
Not a bad team, but not a really
good team.
For example, let's look at the
Colonels' second game against an
excellent football team. Northeast
Louisiana.
The Indians spanked the Colonels
like a bad toddler.
We used to pound other good
teams into submission 40-14, not let
them do it to us.
So the Colonels are 0-2.
This record stares you in the face
like your mom used to when you
knew that you were in trouble.
The Colonels usually come out
with a stan that's quicker than a Mike
Tyson fight, but instead have come
out slower than Christmas this year.
However, this cloud of doom and
defeat over the Colonels in this
young season has a silver lining.
The Colonels have a clean slate
as far as the OVC goes, and as long
as they do well enough to get into the
playoffs, the season is not lost totally.
Maybe this is just a rebuilding
year for the Kidd dynasty.
I hope.
The Colonels begin OVC play
Saturday at home against the Austin
Peay Governors (3-8 last season).
If the Colonels lose to, or even
have trouble with Peay, then this
could be a bad season for real. Like
the ones they have at Kentucky.
This is a young team; a very
young team. This is a team that was
without its starting tailback and wide
receiver for the first two games.
This is a team that has implemented a brand new defense,
installed two new quarterbacks, has
two redshirt freshmen and two
sophomores on the offensive line and
faccsthrcc ranked teams this season.
If the Colonels are expected to be
National Champions this season, then
you have to believe in miracles.
But if the Colonels are expected
to do well in their conference and win
a couple of big games, then a big win
over Austin Peay Saturday is needed.
If Eastern can win Saturday and
build a little momentum for the
conference schedule, then maybe it
will come up with a 7-4 record.
If not, this could be one of the
longest seasons in school history.
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Colonels seek first victory of 0-2 season
By Lanny Brannock
Staff writer

Coming off his first 0-2 start since
1964, Roy Kidd will lead his Eastern
Kentucky Colonels into Ohio Valley
Conference play Saturday against the
Austin Peay Governors (1-2).
"Usually you take Austin Peay as a
team you can beat, but we will have to
execute well to beat them," Kidd said.
Redshirt freshmanGregCouch will
be the quarterback for the Colonels for
the rest of the season after junior Ron
Jones went down with a broken left
arm against the Northeast Louisiana
Indians.
Jones had completed
"In practice 1 do what I can to get
myself ready to play. I feel like I can
lead the team from an offensive standpoint," Couch said.
"Couch is a confident young man.
He can get some confidence against
Austin Peay, andour other players can
get some confidence," Kidd said.
Couch' s backup, redshirt freshman
Sean Ganley, spent the 1992 season
running the offense for the scout team.
Ganley completed one pass in seven
attempts in theAugust maroon-white
game.
Senior tailback Leon Brown and
senior receiver Kenny McCollum return to the lineup for Eastern after
missing the first two games of the
season.
Brown was ready to play against

Progress/JIM OUrGGINS
Freshman Greg Couch will start
Saturday against Austin Peay.

Northeast Louisiana, but saw no action in the game. Senior tailback Mike
Penman, who ran for 63 yards against
Northeast Louisiana, is the secondleading rusher in the OVC after two
games with a 114-yard average per
game.
According to Kidd, he is not sure
whether Brown or Penman will start
against the Governors.
"Leon's ready to go. I don't know
which one will start They're both

starters to me. But I don't think they
see it that way," Kidd said.
"We just try to help each other out.
If one of us makes a mistake then we
correct it. I am ready to play," Brown
said.
McCollum is happy to get back
into action for the Colonels after missing the first two games.
"I think I can contribute to the
team. He's (Couch) throwing the ball
better in practic. We just gotta have
time to get used to each other,"
McCollum said.
The Governors are coming off a
tough 28-27 loss to Western Kentucky
last weekend.
After trailing 28-7 at halftime,
backup quarterback Jeff Gooch rallied
the Governors for three second-half
touchdowns to get within 28-27 with
less than a minute to play.
APSU went for the win instead of
the tie, and Gooch's pass attempt on
the two-point conversion was intercepted in the end zone to end the
comeback.
After the past week withoutagame,
the Colonels are ready to get back into
action. Senior receiver Rudy Bumey
thinks the week off will help the Colonels.
"The people that were here last
year, we don't see our record as 0-2,
but 0-3 because we lost our last game
last year. It's been a long time since we
won, and we want to get back to singing 'Cabin On the Hill,"' Bumey said.

EKU (0-2/04 OVC)

Austin Peay (12/0-0 OVC)

Volleyball looks to improve
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Sports editor

The Colonel volleyball team will
attempt to recapture some lost confidence Friday and Saturday as it hosts
Murray State and Austin Peay, respectively, at home.
The Colonels have fallen in overall standings after being defeated by
Do You Know?
the University of Cincinnati Tuesday
and after going 0-3 in the Common1. When M the football
wealth Challenge held in Louisville
Colonels celebrate their
last weekend.
200th victory, who did
Kim Zelms, who led the team
they play ant what was
against Cincinnati in kills, total atthe score?
tacks, hitting percentage and digs went
out in the third game of the match with
a sprained ankle.
The Bearcats (5-6) defeated the
Colonels in four games, leaving Eastem with a disappointing record of 4-7.
"Once the combination is set, we
play
okay," head coach Geri Polvino
Prograaa/JAY ANGEL
said.
"It just takes us too long for us to
trnim •** seert ?t*a T Senior outside hitter Natalie Guerrera prepares to paaa the ball get to
that point."
'.MMtfuy during Tuesday's game against the University of Cincinnati.

SPORTS QUIZ

VS.
Starting Lineups

Ar

<■ Once the
combination Is
set, we play ok.
It Just takes too
long for us to get
to that point
w
- Geri Polvino
The Colonels started the match
cold. By the time the Colonels realized it, the team was down by two.
Eastern returned the favor and won
the third game, but were unable to
hang on to the momentum and lost the
fourth.
"Our team is like a roller coaster,
we are up and down," junior middle
hitter Lori Federmann said. "We know
we have the talent, we just need to put
it all together now."
"We played good defense and had

a nice transition; we just had a lot of
trouble passing the ball,*' Polvino said
The Colonel defense, which played
well against Cincinnati, was not so hot
last weekend.
The Colonels were defeated by
Morehead, Louisville and Western
Kentucky in the Commonwealth Challenge.
"We don't convert after 13
(points)," Polvino said. "We play to
12 aggressively, then we start playing
conservative."
Federmann had a high hitting percentage for the tournament, while
Heather Vorhes and Zelms lead the
team with kills.
Vorhes, Federmann and Zelms led
the team on offense, while Federmann
picked up the slack on defense as well.
The Colonels face Murray State
University at home Friday at 7 p.m.
and Austin Peay State University at
home on Saturday at 2 p.m.
All Colonel volleyball games are
held in Alumni Coliseum, and admission is free.
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Freshman 'sets' team up for victory
By Don Perry
Contributing writ*

Michelle SakJubehere walks onto
the, volley ball coun with an intense look
on her face. She knows that she is there
for one reason: to help the Colonels'
volleyball team win.
Saldubehere is a freshman setter for
the volleyball team, but her excellent
play doesn't give any hints that this is
her first season of playing on the collegiate level.
As of Tuesday, Saldubehere leads
the team with 125 assists and is ranked
third on the team with six service aces.
The primary role of the setter is to
guide the team's offense. Saldubehere
is like a quarterback.
Assistant coach Wick Colchagoff
said, "The setter either makes or breaks
a volleyball team.'*
Saldubehere has been excellent as
the team's setter and has performed
well on defense as well. She proved that
with 18 digs to go along with a gamehigh 29 assists against Missouri. This
performance helped earn her the honor
of being selected as a member of the
All-Missouri Tournament team.
Saldubehere traveled a long way to
be a part of Eastern's volleyball team.
Bom and raised in Bakersfield, Calif.,
she had never been to Kentucky until
she arrived to play volleyball.
Saldubehere was recruited late because
the team already had two setters for this
season until one suddenly transferred to

Indiana State University, leaving a position vacant.
Coach Geri Pol vino was in a conference in California when she saw a
videotape of Saldubehere and began
recruitmgherimmediately.Saldubehere
had no doubts about packing up and
heading to Eastern because she considered it "a chance of a lifetime."
Although she had never seen the
campus, Saldubehere has not had any
regrets about coming to Eastern. "I really like it here," Saldubehere said. "The
campus is really pretty, and I like the
people here, too."
Saldubehere became interested in
volleyball as a child when she watched
her sisters play. She began playing and
continued throughout high school where
she played soccer as well.
Saldubehere credits much of her
success to her volleyball coach at North
Bakersfield High School.
Volleyball is her favorite hobby,
and she says that besides playing and
practicing for volleyball she has little
time to do anything else besides studying.
Although she is a fierce competitor
on the coun, she describes herself as
"quiet and a little shy."
Although she may be shy away
from volleyball, she is not bashful about
exhibiting her talents on the volleyball
court
Saldubehere's excellent play has
been an important factor in the team's
success this season, Colchagoff said

FREE
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ll.ihv I'.in' I'an! .mi I ill ink win M nrderinu
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Recruited late In the summer, freshman setter Michelle
Saldubehere from Bakersfield, Calif., now leads the Colonel
volleyball team with 125 assists and six service aces.
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Monday Night Football
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DEER RUN
STABLES
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THRIFTY
DUTCHMAN
Double decker
Nightly Specials
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$2 OFF REGULAR PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD TUESDAY - FRIDAY
EXPIRESJO-30-93

Anv room $23

Scenic Trail Rides
•Hayrides Old Time Log Cabin Overnight Camping
Open to the public
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RALLY'S PARENTS DAY COOKOUT
Complimentary RALLY'S food and Coca-Cola
4-7 P.M.

Saturday, September 25

ENJOY A DAY OF EKU SPORTS
\

EKU BASEBALL COLONELS vs. Morehead State
12 p.m. Turkey Hughes Field
EKU VOLLEYBALL COLONELS vs. Austin Peay
2 p.m. Alumni Coliseum
EKU FOOTBALL vs. Austin Peay

most
-»^p§f

7pm RoyKiddStadiumandHan erfield

§
Between events join U-102 DJ's

U*

KEVIN BELL AND DON E. COLOGNE
AT THE COLONEL COOKOUT
Rallys
\

H4VBURCIRS
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Men's tennis team loses season opener
By Matt McCarry
Stall writer

Eastern's men's tennis team began
its season last weekend with two competitions, losing a dual meet against the
University of Tennessee-Martin and
competing at the Jackson Rotary Tournament in Tennessee, where 12 teams
competed.
According to tennis coach Tom
Higgins, the matches showed him the

team was in good shape for the season.
"I think we're in pretty good shape
of where we need to be this time of the
season." Higgins said. "All in all, it was
a real good weekend."
Eastern began the weekend Friday
at UT-Martin with a 5-2 loss.
In singles competition. Eastern recorded three victories with Chad Dyer,
Andy Smith and Bart Little winning in
straight sets. Matt Smith, Alfie Cheng,
Jeff Hechemy. Brian Neville and Tim

Pleasant also competed for the Colonels, but were defeated.
Cheng and Pleasantcaptureda victory in doubles play while Hechemy
and Dyer, and M Smith and A. Smith
were downed in their contest.
Eastern then participated in the
Jackson Rotary Tournament.
In singles competition, Little won
his first two matches, but was defeated
in the next round. Also winning
matches were M. Smith, A. Smith and

Dyer. Hechemy, Cheng, Pleasant and
Neville were downed in their contest
Hechemy and Dyer won their opening doubles contest in three sets before
dropping their semifinal match. M. Smith
and A. Smith captured a third set
tiebreaker to advance in to the semis, but
were also defeated in three sets.
Little and Neville advanced to the
semifinals, winning their first match, but
were knocked off in semis. Pleasant and
Cheng were defeated in the first round.

Men's tennis match results
EMtwn VS. UT-Martln
ChadDyar
BartLMa
Brian NavMa
MaoSmhh
Mil* Chang
JaUHaehamy
Tim Plaiarn
Brian NavMa

M.6-2
8-3.6-1
64.6-4
4 6. 6-3.4-6
64.5-7.2-6
2-6.2-6
34.3-6
0-6.4-6

Chang * Ptoaaant
HachamyaOyar
M. Smith & A. Smith

6-1
1-1
3-6

Jackson Rotary Tournamant
Singlaa
6-3.6-3:4-6. 2-6
6-2.6-1:0-6.1-6
6-1.6-2; 4-6.34
6-4.64; 6-4.6-3
2-6.2-6
34.5-7
JaUHaehamy
34.2-6
Alfla Chang
24.2-6
TimPlaaaant

Man Smith
AndySmlft
ChadDyar
Bart Llrta

PouNaa
HachamyaDyar 64.5-7.6-3.2424
M. Sml* • SmWi 6-7.64.74; 64.04,34
Litlla » NavlHa
6-2.6-2:34,24
PUaaant 6 Chang 34.44

Basketball
schedules
big boys
By Stephanie Rullman
Assistant sports editor

The 1993-1994 men's basketball
schedule will feature the Colonels
against several of the top teams in the
nation.
Some of those nationally ranked
teams include Indiana University, the
University of Kentucky, the University of Louisville, Oklahoma University and Texas Tech University.
"One look at this schedule and it is
very obvious that we will have a very
challenging and demanding schedule
ahead of us," coach Mike Calhoun
said.
Calhoun said with these kind of
opponents, the team must be prepared
early on and be quick on its feet.
Eastern finished 15-12 last season
and tied for second place in the regular
season Ohio Valley Conference standings.
The Colonels will return four starters and eight lettermen this season.
Eastern will open the season Nov.
16 against the Kentucky Crusaders.
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